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ABSTRACT 
 
Over the last two decades or so, much research for new materials with high performance 
has been published. The growing significance of these materials is obvious from the gaining 
number of publications. With increasing environmental concern, in particular, this research has 
underscored green materials such as sustainable, renewable, and biodegradable. Since the use of 
non-biodegradable products is not sustainable, the utilization of polymers, which are 
biodegradable, became a crucial design parameter for expediting new market occasions for 
development of value-added materials based on sustainable environmental science and green 
chemistry. However, though many biodegradable polymers are being marketed, small number of 
biodegradable composites have been produced because the composites solely made of 
biodegradable polymers are not able to correspond extensively to the requests of consumers. 
Therefore, the addition of lignocellulosic fibers might help out to improve their durability, 
biodegradability, physical, mechanical and thermal properties. Such lignocellulosic fibers shall be 
obtained from agro-wastes being organic nature for the production of eco-friendly materials. When 
such wastes are utilized in composites, developing countries, that manufacture these, transform 
into part of global composite industry as provider leading to increasing profits. In other words, 
development of these materials acts a significant role from economic and environmental point of 
view.  
In this thesis, the author discusses the improvement of properties of biodegradable 
composites using bio-based additives and eco-friendly methods. As a target application field of 
the resulting composites, the agricultural and horticultural industries, which are two of most plastic 
consumer fields, were selected. It was aimed to propose a biodegradable grafting tool, which can 
be used for plant grafting instead of the tools mostly made from polypropylene and polyethylene 
xviii 
 
causing environmental pollution. This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 deals with an 
introduction of this study. In Chapter 2, one of typical biodegradable polymers, polylactic acid 
(PLA), was blended with cis-1,4-polyisoprene (PI) in order to overcome the brittleness of PLA. 
To enhance compatibility among these polymers, soybean lecithin (SOLE) and acrylated 
epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) as biomass-based compatibilizers were added into the blend 
system. In Chapter 3, PLA polymer matrix was replaced with poly(ɛ-caprolactone) (PCL), which 
can be degraded faster than PLA. A novel eco-friendly blend based on degradable polymers and 
compatibilizers, PCL, PI, SOLE and AESO was suggested as a degradable joining tool used for 
plant grafting in agriculture, which will be competitive from the environment point of view against 
conventional non-degradable tools. In order to increase the degradability of the composite and to 
provide cost advantage, in Chapter 4, a newly designed-eco-friendly-combined treatment method, 
combination of mortar grinder mill (MG) and ionic liquid (IL), was introduced for the purpose of 
fibrillation of oil palm mesocarp fibers in nano scale, which is one of the waste materials generated 
in the production of palm oil, in one-step. Afterwards, the fibrillated fibers were employed as 
reinforcement material in PCL matrix. In the following chapter, vapor-phase assisted surface 
polymerization (VASP) method, which is a solvent-free and green polymerization technique, was 
applied on two types of fibers, pulverized untreated OPMF and the nanofibers prepared in the 
previous chapter, in order to propose an effective and suitable fibrillation method. VASP of ɛ-
caprolactone was carried out using the macro and nanofibers. The surface modified macro fibers 
were then treated by combined method of MG and IL. The produced nano sized-surface modified 
fibers were used as reinforcement material in PCL matrix so that environmental friendly fiber 
reinforced composite was produced using eco-friendly methods. 
xix 
 
To conclude, this thesis provides a new approach for the environmentally friendly 
composites, in particular those used in agricultural and horticultural industries, besides, contributes 
the degradable composites which are expected to develop increasingly in the future. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1.Overview of Composites 
 
The term “composite” originally came into being in engineering when two or more distinct 
materials were combined in order to produce a new material having superior properties 
considerably different from each of the constituents (Mortersen, 2006). The second component is 
referred to as reinforcement or as filler, which is added in the matrix. The classification of matrix 
and reinforcement/filler is presented in Figure 1.1.  
 
Figure 1. 1 Classification of composites 
 
Composites materials became an important part of today’s materials because of their 
advantages such as low weight, corrosion resistance, high fatigue strength, and faster assembly. 
They are widely utilized as materials in many applications; marine, construction, civil 
infrastructure, automotive/transportation, aircraft and so on. The basic difference among the 
composites is the main constituents of the composites, matrix and reinforcement (Josmin and 
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Kuruvilla, 2012). The performance of composites is examined by the properties of the fiber and 
matrix, the fiber orientation, the fiber volume fraction and the fiber distribution. Composites have 
a large interfacial area, therefore debonding and cracks might occur at the interface. This is why 
interfacial interactions between the matrix and fiber acts a significant role in the composite 
properties (Jia, 2015). 
Humans have benefited from the utilization of polymers since about 1600 BC when the 
ancient Mesoamericans for the first time processed natural rubber into balls, figurines and bands. 
In the intervening years, use of plastics and rubber has increased rapidly, first experimenting with 
natural polymers, horn, waxes natural rubber and resins, till the development of modern 
thermoplastics started (Andrady and Neal, 2009). Today, the conventional polymer materials, in 
particular the plastics, are greatly effective in terms of use of raw materials and energy, as well as 
of waste release. The plastic materials exhibit greater properties such as lightweight, waterproof, 
impermeability to microorganisms, durable and inexpensive because of large-scale manufacturing 
(Ojeda, 2013). Globally, 260 million metric tons of plastics were produced in 2014, representing 
a 13% increase over 2009’s output (PlasticsEurope, 2010; PlasticsEurope, 2015). As a result of 
excessive production of plastics, the utilization of plastics becomes a significant issue in the world, 
since their excellent properties, such as chemical and biological inertness which block to be 
recycled, led to their accumulation in the environment. These materials cover substantial volume 
in landfills and dumps. Therefore, there is an exact need to develop low environmental impact 
materials which do not harm the earth and promote their use (Ojeda, 2013). These facts have 
caused to stimulate interest in manufacture and utilization of biodegradable materials, especially 
biodegradable polymers. 
 
3 
 
1.2.Biodegradable polymers 
 
Biodegradable polymers, which were firstly introduced in 1980s, are an arising field. There 
are many sources of biodegradable polymers as shown in Figure 1.2. Apart from the fourth group 
in Figure 1.2, which is of fossil origin, other three groups are basically produced from renewable 
resources. The first group, biomass products, is provided from biomass by fractionation, while the 
second and third groups are polyesters, manufactured, respectively, by fermentation either from 
biomass or from genetically modified plants and by synthesis from monomers received from 
biomass. The last group, fourth, involves polyesters which are entirely synthesized by the 
petrochemicals process. Most of these biodegradable polymers can be obtained commercially. 
In the case of degradation of the biodegradable polymers in nature, it might take place through 
the action of enzymes and/or chemical degeneration related to living organisms. Natural polymers 
can be found in large scales in nature, while synthetic polymers are manufactured from non-
renewable petroleum resources (Vroman and Tighzert, 2009). Their biodegradability doesn’t only 
depend on the origin of the polymer but also its chemical structure and the environmental 
degrading conditions. Mechanism and estimation techniques of polymer degradation have been 
studied by many researchers and reviewed (Lucas et al., 2008).  
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Figure 1. 2 Classification of biodegradable polymers 
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1.3.Polymer Blends 
 
A polymer blend is a physical mixture of two or more polymers that have been blended to 
make a new material having better properties (Ibrahim et al., 2010). Polymer blends can be 
classified into five groups: thermoplastic-thermoplastic blends; thermoplastic-rubber blends; and 
thermoplastic thermosetting blends; rubber-thermosetting blends; and polymer-filler blends.  
The advancement and commercialization of a new polymer that has desired properties needs 
many years and is extremely expensive. Polymer blending appears an easy and economical method 
of advancing polymeric materials having adaptability for commercial applications. The properties 
of the blends might be handled in accordance with their end use by correct choice of the component 
polymers.  
The compatibility among the polymer phases determines the properties of the polymer blend. 
In other words, the interface among the polymer phases in a polymer system is characterized by 
the interfacial tension which leads to the blend to be miscible. If strong interactions between the 
phases take place, the polymer blend will be miscible with superior properties (Parameswaranpillai, 
2015). 
 
1.4.Biocomposites 
 
Biocomposites are materials which are made at least from one or more derivatives from a 
biological origin (Fowler et al., 2006). When two or more bio-based materials are combined with 
a polymer matrix, the resulting composites are called as ‘hybrid’ biocomposites (Nagarajan, 2012). 
These composites can be classified into four groups according to their origins as shown in Figure 
1.3. From the point of view of the reinforcement materials which are used in the production of 
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biocomposites, they in general are plant fibers such as cotton, flax or even agricultural wastes 
(Fowler et al., 2016). A biocomposite derived from renewable resources offers many benefits such 
as recyclability, accelerated biodegradability. An additional advantage of sustainable green 
composites is that decomposition does not release CO2 to the environment because their 
components arise from plant material (Nagarajan, 2012).  
 
 
1.5.Natural fibers 
 
Natural fibers are gaining considerable attention from not only researchers but also industries 
to utilize in polymer composites due to their environmentally-friendly nature and sustainability. 
They are considered one of the environmentally-benign material that present good properties when 
compared with synthetic fibers. As the name implies, natural fibers are not synthetic, they are 
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Natural fiber
+
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Synthetic fiber
+
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Natural fiber
+
Biopolymer
(Non-biodegradable)
Natural fiber
+
Synthetic polymer
(Biodegrdable or 
non-biodegradable)
 
Figure 1. 3 Terminology of biocomposites 
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resourced from plants or animals (Mohammed et al., 2015). Different types of natural fibers are 
used all around the globe. These fibers are utilized by people for a number of application directly 
or indirectly in everyday life (Thakur et al., 2014). 
The natural fibers can be generally subdivided into three groups depending upon their origin: 
vegetable (seed, fruit, bast, leaf, wood, stalk, cane), animal (wool/hair, silk) and mineral fibers as 
shown in Figure 1.4. Among these fibers, vegetable-based (or plant-based) fibers are the most 
common used in a numerous applications and of very high commercial significance (Thakur et al., 
2014). The most available plant-based fibers in the world and their world production have been 
listed in Table 1.1. 
One of the biggest benefits of the use of natural fibers is that at the end of their life, they can 
be degraded. All of the natural fibers have superior specific strength & high modulus. Having 
reduced density & lower cost compared to synthetic fibers makes these fibers desired materials by 
producers. They also have a safer production with increased energy recovery and reduced tool 
wear as well. Other advantages that they offer are good acoustic, thermal insulation properties, 
being abundant materials with short growth cycles and also easy processing (Nagarajan, 2012; 
Islam et al., 2015). 
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Table 1. 1 Natural fibers in the world and their world production (Mohammed et al., 2015; 
Suradi et al., 2010)  
Fiber source World production (103 ton) 
Sugar cane bagasse 75,000 
Bamboo 30,000 
Oil palm fruit 8,000 
Jute 2,300 
Kenaf 970 
Flax 830 
Grass 700 
Sisal 375 
Hemp 214 
Coir 100 
Ramie 100 
Abaca 70 
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Figure 1. 4 Classification of natural fibers 
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1.5.1. Composition of natural fibers 
 
A lignocellulosic fiber itself is a biocomposite material mainly consisting of cellulose, 
hemicellulose and lignin. The compositions of lignocellulosic fiber differ widely according to the 
species. Many factors may effect on the structure and composition of the fibers, such as climatic 
conditions, the type of soil, and extraction methods. As a result, the performance of natural fibers 
differs according to their chemical compositions and physical properties.  
The cell wall is comprised of primary and secondary cell walls and a lumen at the center. 
The primary cell wall is approximately 0.02 μm thick and contains lignin, pectin, and irregularly 
oriented cellulose. The secondary cell wall is made of crystalline cellulose microfibrils bonded 
together by lignin and hemicelluloses (Figure 1.5). The combination effect of cellulose, 
hemicelluloses, lignin and wax determines the overall properties of fiber plants. The most 
significant mechanical property, which has to be considered when deciding a particular fiber to be 
utilized in a composite material, of natural fibers is their tensile strength. After that, the density, 
Young’s modulus, elongation, and stiffness are other important properties that must be considered. 
Cellulose is a natural polymer that all the plant fibers have. This is the main component of 
the plants providing the strength, stiffness, and stability. Cellulose molecules are made of glucose 
units linked together in long chains, thus, form bundles called microfibrils. The crystallinity of 
cellulose is concluded by the hydrogen bonding in it, which managed the physical properties of 
natural fibers.  
Hemicelluloses are polysaccharides that are closely associated with cellulose microfibrils, 
embedding the cellulose in a matrix. Hemicelluloses have amorphous structure and very 
hydrophilic nature. Besides, the molecular weights of hemicelluloses are lower when compared 
with that of cellulose.  
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Lignin is a highly branched aromatic macromolecule having a complex structure that 
imparts rigidity to plants. It acts as a glue within and between fibers, has a three-dimensional 
amorphous structure and high molecular weight. Polarity of lignin is fewer than cellulose 
(Komuraiah et al., 2014). 
 
 
Figure 1. 5 Structure of lignocellulosic biomass (Rubin, 2008) 
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1.5.2. Oil Palm Fruit 
Oil palm (Elaeis guineensis) is the most significant species in Elaeis genus that belongs to 
the family of Palmae. It is a native fruit in West Africa, however, is now planted in all tropical 
areas on earth. Besides, it has become the most important industrial crops, in particular, in certain 
South East Asia countries: Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and so on. The oil palm fruit is reddish 
colored and approximately as big as a large plum, but it grows in large bunches. A bunch usually 
weights between 10-40 kg. Each fruit is composed of a single seed, which is called as the palm 
kernel, and surrounded by a soft oily pulp where oil is extracted from.  
Palm oil is the largest edible oil source of the world with 38.5 million tons or in other words 
25% of the world total edible oil and fat production. Thus, oil palm has a dominant position in 
crop market which triggered expansion of plantation area in Malaysia and Indonesia (Shuit et al., 
2009).  
In a simple production of palm oil, the first step is harvesting. The fruit bunches are cut 
when they are ripe and then the fruit bunches are sent the processing plants by trucks for the 
extraction of palm oil. Once the arriving fruits are dumped, the next step is threshing for the 
purpose of the detachment0 of fruits. Structure of the palm fruit was illustrated in Figure 1.6. It is 
comprised of four parts: Palm kernel, Endocarp, Mesocarp and Exocarp, respectively from inside 
to outside. At the end of threshing, the fruits are transferred to a digester in order to mash up the 
fruitlets and the mash is pressed. The output from the presser is crude oil and press cake which 
contains oil palm biomass. In the following steps, crude oil is purified to increase oil quality and 
also to remove water, fruit particles, sand and dirt. 
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1.5.3. Oil Palm Biomass 
With the growth of palm oil production in the world, the amount of residues produced also 
shows a corresponding increase. In Malaysia, second biggest palm oil producer country on earth, 
one hectare of oil palm plantation can generate approximately 50-70 tons of biomass residues 
(Shuit et al., 2009). The type of biomass produced from oil palm industry includes empty fruit 
bunches, palm kernel shells, mesocarp fibers. Besides, the industry produce considerable amounts 
of liquid waste in the form of palm oil mill effluent which is called POME as well (Figure 1.7). 
The amount of solid waste manufactured from each ton of fresh fruit bunch processed is listed in 
Table 1.2. (Choy, 2009). 
The existence of these oil palm wastes, that have no economic value, has led to a major 
disposal problem. The basic principles of waste management are to reduce and recycle the waste. 
These waste management principles are applied to agro-industrial wastes such as palm oil residues. 
Therefore, the useless residues turn into useful materials, as a result, provides an advantage 
economically. The waste residues from oil palm can be utilized to generate numerous types of 
products. For instance, they are biodegradable, clean, non-carcinogenic, pesticide-free, and 
versatile materials. That is why it is a great idea to utilize those fibers as fillers in thermoplastics 
Figure 1. 6 The anatomy of an oil palm fruit 
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and thermoset composites which have wide applications in order to improve composite properties 
(Abdullah and Sulaiman, 2013). 
 
Table 1. 2 List of solid and liquid wastes produced per ton of fresh fruit bunch processed 
Biomass waste kg 
Empty Fruit Bunches 220 
Palm Nut Shell 55 
Mesocarp Fiber 130 
Palm Oil Mill Effluent (POME) 650 
                                Source: Choy, 2016 
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Figure 1. 7 Biomass residues and liquid waste produced from oil palm fruit in the 
manufacture of palm oil 
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1.6.Treatment of natural fibers 
 
Recently, numerous studies were advanced on potential use of natural fibers as reinforcement 
resource in polymer systems which have been shown in substantial industries such as automotive, 
construction and packing industry (Suradi et al., 2010). Although these fibers are acquired from 
renewable sources which are eco-friendly when compared with synthetic fiber for reinforced 
composites, there are some drawbacks, which are associated with the use of unmodified-raw fibers 
in the preparation of the composites (Begum and Islam, 2013). 
The main drawback of natural fibers/polymer composites is the weak compatibility between 
hydrophilic reinforcement material and hydrophobic matrix. This causes the formation of a poor 
interface, therefore, the resulting composites show poor mechanical properties. In order to 
overcome this issue for enhancement of the fiber-matrix interactions, modifications are needed. In 
general, these modifications are carried out with the use of reagent to change the functional groups 
on the fiber and the fiber compositions (Suradi et al., 2010; Mohammed et al., 2015). 
In lignocellulosic materials, cellulose fibers are coated with hemicellulose, whilst lignin fills 
empty spaces. The accessibility of cellulose fibers are influenced by impediments caused by 
presence of hemicellulose and lignin. Factors that limit the use of biomass are existence of high 
lignin content, protection of cellulose by lignin, cellulose sheathing by hemicellulose and low 
available surface area of cellulose. To successfully deal with these difficulties, some pretreatment 
methods must be applied. In general, the cellulose can be modified the structure and fibrillation 
through physical, chemical and biological techniques. Between those, chemical pretreatment is the 
most widely used method. The present chemical treatments for lignocellulosic biomass 
decomposition are acid and alkaline hydrolysis, oxidation agents, organosolv and ionic liquids 
(Lee et al., 2014). However, acid-alkaline hydrolysis, oxidation agents and organosolv are facing 
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challenges due to the utilization of hazardous chemicals and harmful solvent waste disposal which 
lead to environmental pollution. At this point, ionic liquids, known as green solvent, appear as a 
good choice.  
Ionic liquids are a category of organic salts that are in the liquid form at a relatively low 
temperature (<100°C). They present various attractive properties: chemical and thermal stability, 
incombustibility and negligible low vapor pressure (Zhu et al., 2006). Ionic liquid has capability 
to dissolve both carbohydrates and lignin under mild conditions without degrading the chain’s 
structure, which interrupt the complicated network of non-covalent interactions among these 
polymers. ILs makes the catalytic sites highly approach the β-glycosidic bonds, which makes easy 
the reaction of biomass fractionation and hydrolysis of cellulose. This treatment can decrease 
lignin and hemicellulose contents (Lee et al., 2014). 
 
1.6.1. Surface Modification 
 
Interfacial adhesion between reinforcement and matrix plays a predominant role to 
determine the mechanical properties of the composites. Due to the presence of hydrophilic 
hydroxyl groups in the nature of cellulose, fibers need to be modified with chemical treatments in 
order to achieve better mechanical properties. One of the popular ways for the purpose of modify 
the cellulose is the synthesis of cellulose graft copolymers. Simply put, this is applied by modifying 
the cellulose molecules through the formation of grafts of synthetic polymers onto the cellulose, 
without destroying its properties. Properties of the cellulose might be modified easily by selecting 
different polymers which is grafted on the cellulose (Roy et al., 2009). The surface chemical 
modifications of cellulose can be mainly classified into three groups, (1) replacement of hydroxyl 
groups with small molecules, (2) polymer grafting based on the ‘grafting onto’ strategy with 
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various coupling agents and (3) polymer grafting based on the ‘grafting from’ strategy with a 
radical polymerization involving ring opening polymerization (ROP), atom transfer radical 
polymerization (ATRP) and single-electron transfer living radical polymerization (SET-LP) 
(Dufresne, 2013). Although these techniques are allowed the design of good patterns to be 
reproduced on material surface, there are still some issues regarding the liquid reaction media 
involved such as necessity of a large amount of organic solvent, swelling of material in solvent. In 
this regard, the vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) technique, which doesn’t 
require organic solvent media, might present a smart solution for these issues (Figure 1.8). During 
VASP, vaporized monomers can diffuse homogenously into the internal gaps and spaces within 
solid materials. As a result, VASP, which is solvent-free, environmentally friendly, allows the 
polymerization homogenously, comes out a wonderful surface modification method (Kim et al., 
2011). 
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Figure 1. 8 Comparison of vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization and 
conventional surface modification methods (Lee, 2014) 
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CHAPTER 2. FABRICATION OF POLY (LACTIC ACID) BASED 
BIOCOMPOSITE WITH BIOMASS BASED COMPATIBILIZERS FOR 
AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS 
 
2.1. Introduction 
Research is focusing on the development of biomaterials and biodegradable materials, which 
are two of the most popular fields of material science, due to the increasing accumulation of plastic 
waste (Cheng et al., 2009; Amass et al., 1998). A huge number of polymers have been already 
synthesized for the purpose of production of environmental friendly materials. The utilization of 
biodegradable polymers offers several advantages over other polymers, such as reduction the 
dependence on fossil fuels and easy degradation. However, one of the major problems associated 
with the use of these materials is to have insufficient properties that do not respond the requests of 
consumers in comparison with the non-biodegradable polymers (Imre and Pukanszky, 2013). To 
overcome these issues faced by academic and industrial researchers, expand the scope of the 
application of environmental-friendly materials and besides make them a desired material which 
corresponds to the expectation of producer and user, the polymer blending technique can be offered 
as a solution which decrease the disadvantages of them (Ibrahim and Kadum, 2010).  
Poly(lactide) (PLA) is one of biomass derived-polymers, which belongs to the family of 
polyesters (Averous, 2008; Yokohara and Yamaguchi, 2008). In the last 10 years, PLA has gained 
attention in the packing, textiles and environmental applications because of being a polymer 
mostly obtained from renewable resources and its biodegradability (Yu et al., 2010), but not yet 
received the attention it deserves. The fact is that the main reason is that there are many 
disadvantages though they exhibit several advantages (Xiao et al., 2012). One of the major 
disadvantages of PLA is its brittleness (Jun, 2000). Therefore, blending of PLA with other 
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polymers, in particular other biodegradable polymers, will decrease its brittleness and keep its 
biodegradability property. Rubbers can be utilized as a second phase polymer in a blend system to 
improve the toughness of brittle PLA. They behave as stress concentrators increasing the fracture 
energy absorption of brittle polymers and as a result, improve the toughness of the material (Bitinis 
et al., 2011). Cis-1,4-polyisoprene (PI) is an elastic-biodegradable polymer that has the same 
formula as natural rubber (Bridgwater, 1942; Shah et al., 2013; Linos and Steinbuchel, 2005; 
Simpson, 2002). Due to its benefits that whet industrial researchers’ appetite, PI has been widely 
used in the production of some everyday materials, such as paint, gloves, hoses, tires and toys. 
However, it is know that a thermoplastic/elastomeric polymer system is immiscible because of 
weak interactions between the components (Bitinis et al., 2011), therefore compatibilization is 
necessary.  
Recently, there has been growing interest in the use of plasticizers and compatibilizers that are 
totally eco-friendly. It would be reasonable to suppose that these agents for biomaterials should 
also be biodegradable (Vieira et al., 2011). Lecithin is one of them, which is used for a wide variety 
of applications in food, paint, medical, pharmaceutical industries as emulsifier agent due to being 
a two-tailed amphiphilic compound. It can be commercially manufactured from egg yolk, soybean, 
or corn at low cost (Boye et al., 2010). So it is a biomass-based agent, thereby minimizing chemical 
pollution. Another agent that has the potential to be utilized for the purpose of improving the 
quality of biomaterials is soybean oil. This oil is extracted from the seeds of the soybean and its 
double bounded structure gives the opportunity to be functionalized. Acrylated-epoxidized 
soybean oil is one of the modified soybean oil derivates that have hydrophilic hydroxyl groups in 
its chemical structure although it is a hydrophobic molecule (Lopez and Santiago, 2013). 
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Until now, although there has been few publications of PLA/natural rubber blend in literature 
(Chumeka et al., 2013; Jaratrotkamjorn et al., 2011; Suksut and Deeprasertkul, 2011; Liu and 
Zhang, 2012; Tanrattanakul and Bunkaew, 2014; Bitinis et al., 2011), PLA/synthetic rubber blend 
has not been widely studied as much as PLA/natural rubber (Niaounakis, 2014; Kowalczyk and 
Piorkowska, 2012; Eawwiboonthanakit et al., 2014). Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, 
there has been no publication that investigates improvement of the incompatibility of 
PLA/synthetic rubber blend with a compatibilizer which is biodegradable and non-reactive. The 
objective of this study is to investigate the effect of SOLE and AESO compounds as a 
compatibilizer on mechanical, thermal and morphological properties of the PLA-PI blends. The 
influence of compatibilizer content on the blend was also evaluated. Moreover, the 
characterization of the blends was carried out by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and their mechanical properties 
were determined. 
2.2. Materials and Methods 
2.2.1. Materials 
Polylactic acid (PLA) was obtained in pellet form from Toyota Co. (Product code:U’zS-
09, Aichi, Japan) [weight average molecular weight (Mw)=106,000]. The polyisoprene (PI) used 
in the present work was provided by Zeon Corporation, Japan [(Mw=1,000,000 calculated by GPC). 
Soybean lecithin (SOLE) was supplied from Kanto Chemical Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). Acrylated-
epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) with monomethyl ether hydroquinone content of 4,000 ppm as 
inhibitor was purchased from Aldrich Company.  
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2.2.2. PLA/PI blends preparation 
Blends containing of SOLE or AESO were fed into the twin-screw extruder (IMC-1979, 
Imoto Machinery Co., Japan). The ratio between PLA and PI was 75:25 by weight. The rotation 
speed, temperature, and residence time for melt mixing are controlled as 40 rpm, 190°C, and 5 
min, respectively. The films were prepared using a hydraulic hot-press (IMC-180C, Imoto 
Machinery Co., Japan) at 180°C for 10 min under a pressure of 30 MPa, and then cooled to room 
temperature. The thickness of the sheets was about 0.2 mm. 
2.2.3. Characterization 
2.2.3.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
TGA was carried out using EXSTAR TG/DTA7000 (SII Nanotechnology Inc., Japan) with 
scan range from 30oC to 550oC at a constant heating rate of 10oC/min and continuous nitrogen 
flow to determine the degradation behavior and thermal stability of PLA, PI and their blends. 
2.2.3.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
DSC of the samples were performed in an EXSTAR DSC6220 (SII Nanotechnology Inc., 
Japan). The samples were analyzed in a heat-cool-heat made with the rate of 10oC min-1. 
Temperature scan was performed in the range of -120oC-230 oC. From the second heating scan, 
the glass transition, melting temperature and crystallization temperatures were determined. 
2.2.3.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
The morphology of the blends was examined by a scanning electron microscope (JCM-
6000, JEOL, Japan) using a backscattered electron imaging (SEM/BSE) at 10 kV. The blend films 
were broken in liquid nitrogen. 
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2.2.3.4. Tensile Testing 
Tensile testing was carried out with a Compact tensile and compression tester (IMC-18E0, 
Imoto Machinery Co., Japan). The composite sheets were cut into strip samples (40x5x0.2 mm). 
Five samples for each blend composition were tested. The measurements were made at 10 mm/min 
cross-head speed in a room adjusted to 25°C.  
2.3. Results and discussion 
2.3.1. Thermal properties of neat PLA, neat PI and their blends including SOLE and 
AESO 
In this study, 50:50 and 75:25 ratio of PLA/PI blends were prepared in order to evaluate 
the mechanical, thermal and morphological properties of biodegradable compatibilized PLA/PI 
blend. Nevertheless, due to the unfavorable physical condition of 50:50 blend system, such as 
being sticky and PLA-PI phase separation seen even through naked eyes, 50:50 blend system was 
eliminated and 75:25 ratio of PLA/PI blend was used for the characterization. TGA was carried 
out for the purpose of ascertaining the thermal degradation behaviors of PLA/PI blends with and 
without compatibilizer, neat PLA and PI (Figure 2.1). The neat PI was more thermally stable than 
the neat PLA, which the temperature at the level of 50% weight loss (Td50%) of PI was 382°C, 
whereas Td50% of PLA was 364°C. From the curve of the PLA/PI blend without compatibilizer, it 
was obviously seen the thermal stability of PLA/PI was lower than that of both neat PLA and neat 
PI due to the lack of compatibility, 354°C. Furthermore, Td50% of all the blends compatibilized 
with AESO, 355°C, was similar to that of non-compatibilized PLA/PI. In contrast, 11°C 
increment in the thermal stability of the blends including SOLE was observed. Td50% of the 
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PLA/PI/0.5% SOLE and /2%SOLE blends shifted to higher temperature by means of SOLE and 
reached almost the same temperature at which 50% weight loss of neat PLA, 366°C.  
 
The results from DSC thermograms were shown in Figure 2.2 and a detailed evaluation of 
the DSC graph was listed in Table 2.1. From the cooling scan, small cold crystallization 
temperature (Tcc) peaks were found in the PLA/PI blends non-compatibilized and compatibilized 
with SOLE, apart from only PLA and PLA/PI compatibilized with AESO. According to the heat 
of cold crystallization (Hcc) values of only PLA and PLA/PI, it can be suggested that the addition 
of PI promoted the crystallization of PLA due to the formation of interactions among the 
components at interface. On the other hand, Hcc values of the PLA/PI/SOLE showed that SOLE 
does not interact with PLA, showing no remarkable change took place in Hcc value, whereas in 
Figure 2. 1 TGA curves for PLA, PI, PLA/PI and compatibilized PLA/PI blends 
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addition of AESO into the blend system led to inhibition of PLA crystallization during the cooling 
scan because of the improved interaction between PLA and AESO. This finding supports the 
AESO may act as a compatibilizer. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 2 DSC curves for neat PLA, PI, PLA/PI and compatibilized PLA/PI blends during the 
cooling scan (a) and the second heating scan (b) 
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Table 2. 1 The effect of compatibilizers on the transition temperature of PLA/PI blends 
  Cooling Scan  2nd Heating Scan 
Material 
 
Tcc (oC) Hcc(j/g) 
 
Tg (oC) Tm (oC) Hm(j/g) Tc (oC) Hc(j/g) 
PLA 
 
97.40 4.58 
 
61.33 175.77 57.40 94.73-158.82 30.60/6.86 
PI 
 
- - 
 
-63.34 - - - - 
PLA/PI 
 
97.20 9.76 
 
60.92/-64.98 174.43 44.50 94.95/158.23 14.60/5.65 
PLA/PI/0.5%AESO 
 
99.00 0.70 
 
60.07/-72.22 174.57 41.60 98.28/158.08 22.70/6.03 
PLA/PI/2%AESO 
 
96.10 0.80 
 
60.12/-62.52 174.55 43.50 95.14/157.62 24.00/6.29 
PLA/PI/0.5%SOLE 
 
95.80 6.65 
 
60.10/-73.55 174.97 39.10 98.20/158.73 19.50/6.84 
PLA/PI/2% SOLE  95.90 6.47  60.01/-73.20 175.10 38.90 101.65/158.61 14.30/4.76 
30 
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2.3.2. Tensile properties of PLA/PI blends compatibilized with SOLE or AESO 
The strength and modulus results obtained from tensile test were shown in Figure 2.3, 
depending on the compatibilizer and its content in the polymer blends. The evaluation of the 
tensile test of the non-compatibilized blend film exhibited that PLA/PI blend had a tensile strength 
of 24.24 MPa. It decreased with the addition of 0.5% and 2% AESO, and indicated AESO soften 
the material due to the formation of interaction between PLA-PI and AESO. This result is in 
agreement with the DSC findings. On the other hand, addition of SOLE did not cause a significant 
alteration in the brittle polymer PLA/PI blend since it does not interact with PLA as much as 
AESO. The similar trend of tensile strength was also seen in the tensile modulus graph. It can be 
concluded that AESO as a compatibilizer helped PI to be distributed better in PLA, hence, the 
blend including AESO exhibited lower mechanical properties in comparison with the non- and 
compatibilized with SOLE PLA/PI blends. Since the grafting tool must expand accompanying 
with growing plant, excess of tensile strength is not desired. 
Figure 2.4 indicates the stress-strain curves of the neat PLA, non-compatibilized and 
compatibilized PLA/PI blends. Apparently, PLA is a hard and brittle polymer. When 25% PI was 
added into PLA, the resulting blend underwent extensive plastic deformation. It is known that in 
a stress-strain graph a steep slope gives a high modulus of elasticity, indicating a rigid material, 
a shallow slope presents a low modulus of elasticity, showing a flexible material. The slope of 
PLA/PI/0.5%SOLE, /2%SOLE and /0.5%AESO blends did not significantly differ whereas 
PLA/PI/2% AESO displayed a swallow slope, exhibiting improvement in the flexibility of the 
blend. From stress-strain curves of the samples as shown in Figure 2.4, their strain energies were 
calculated and evaluated. The strain energies of the blends were found in the order: PLA > PLA/PI 
> PLA/PI/0.5% SOLE > PLA/PI/0.5% AESO > PLA/PI/2% SOLE> PLA/PI/2 % AESO. Since 
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elastomers, such as PI, give low strain energy, it can be concluded that the addition of 2%AESO 
enhanced the interaction between PLA and PI, therefore, the resulting material started to indicate 
elastomer-like material behavior, proofing the increasement in its flexibility. It can be expected 
that when the PLA/PI/2% AESO is used as grafting tool, it may expand by giving enough space 
to the plant to grow properly vertically. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 3 Tensile strength (a) and modulus (b) graphs of PLA/PI, PLA/PI compatibilized 
with AESO and SOLE 
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2.3.3. Morphology of non- and compatibilized PLA/PI blends 
SEM micrographs of fractured cross sections of PLA/PI blends with and without 
compatibilizer taken in the backscattered electron mode (BSE) were depicted in Figure 2.5. 
SEM/BSE photos exhibited that PI particles dispersedly occurred as big islands in the PLA phase, 
indicating the poor interfacial interaction and strong incompatibility between PLA and PI from a 
sea-and-island morphology (Bitinis et al., 2011; Pongtanayut et al., 2013). In the case of the 
blends compatibilized with SOLE, they showed the worse morphology among all the samples, 
having the large sphere size of PI. On the contrary, the compatibilized blend with AESO indicated 
a finer dispersion of PI component in the PLA matrix attributed to the decrease in the PI particle 
size. This result supports the finding of the DSC and tensile studies discussed above.  
 
Figure 2. 4 Stress-strain curves of PLA, non-compatibilized and compatibilized PLA/PI 
blends 
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2.4. Conclusion 
A biodegradable blend made from PLA and PI was prepared via melt blending method. In order 
to improve incompatibility among the blend components, SOLE and AESO, which are biomass-
based compounds, were added into the blend system as compatibilizer candidates. As a non-
reactive compatibilizer for PLA/PI blend, AESO was more effective than SOLE. From the results 
of DSC, mechanical and SEM/BSE analysis, it was found that the blends including 2% SOLE 
exhibited the better morphology and improved flexible property. Moreover, the blends including 
AESO exhibited lower mechanical properties as desired for grafting tools. 
  
Figure 2. 5 SEM/BSE micrographs for fracture surfaces of PLA/PI (a), PLA/PI 
compatibilized with 0.5% AESO (b), 0.5% SOLE (c), 2% AESO (d), and 2% SOLE (e) 
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CHAPTER 3. DESIGN OF BIODEGRADABLE PCL/PI FILMS AS A 
JOINING TAPE FOR GRAFTING PLANT 
 
3.1  Introduction 
Over the past decade, the rising awareness of the environment has contributed to apprehensions 
related to wastes industry generates. Today, the agricultural and horticultural industries are two of 
the most plastic consumer fields. In all, 2,250,000 tons of plastics in the form of pipe, film, molded 
products and so on are annually wasted by these industries in the world and still continue to 
increase at alarming rates (Hussain and Hamid, 2003). Hence, there is a definite need to replace 
non-biodegradable materials with those that will degrade naturally. Biodegradable materials have 
been attracting increasing attention as promising materials for zero-waste society. These materials, 
which are usually consisting of biopolymers, are basically natural or synthetic materials with 
susceptibility to macro- or micro-organisms (Karlsson and Albertsson, 1998). They can be 
degraded by a series of organisms, such as bacteria and fungi.  
Plant grafting applied in agriculture is plant propagation by physically taking a tissue, such as 
bud, from a plant and joining it to another plant in such a way that they will grow as one composite 
plant. This technique is used for the following reasons; disease resistance, high yield, increased 
the growth rate, lower cost than growing a plant from a seed and changing the shape of a plant 
(smaller or larger) in greenhouses (Karamatsu and Oshiro, 2014; UW, 2016). Generally, the 
grafting tapes, tubes or clips, which are utilized for this purpose, are mostly made from 
polypropylene, polyethylene or Parafilm®, and as a result, become one of the reasons to cause 
environmental pollution. In this sense, biodegradable polymers appear promising for such a 
purpose. However, biodegradable polymers still cannot compete with non-biodegradable polymers 
in every sector of our life because of offering fewer benefits than conventional polymers (Halley, 
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2005; Imre and Pukanszky, 2013). Inadequate properties are the main reason which is 
corresponding to the requests of consumers on the use of environmental-friendly polymers despite 
the fact that there is an enhancing manufacturing capacity for large-scale industrial use (Yu and 
Chen, 2009). Polymer blending technique, which provides cost advantage and better properties 
when compared with neat polymers, can be used to conquer these issues (Ibrahim and Kadum, 
2010). 
Among the synthetic-biodegradable polymers in the literature, poly(ɛ-caprolactone)(PCL) is 
one of the most promising materials which have been used in various fields such as agriculture 
and medicine (Clendinning et al., 1975; Darwis et al., 1999). Up to today, the PCL degradation 
has been widely studied under various environments. It was reported that it can be both 
hydrolytically and enzymatically degraded (Bartzoka et al., 2015). The hydrolytic degradation of 
PCL can occur through either surface or bulk degradation pathways (Woodruff et al., 2010). 
Dimensions of the samples might choose the degradation pathway. If the thickness of the samples 
is smaller than its critical device dimension (Lcritical), bulk degradation occurs. Otherwise, the 
degradation will undergo surface erosion (Burkersroda et al., 2002; Gajjar and King, 2014). 
Nevertheless, the utilization of PCL has not been expanded to destroy the domination of non-
biodegradable polymers because the 60oC melting point of PCL and its strength are relatively low 
for many applications (Wang et al., 1997). It can be expected that these kinds of problems can be 
overcome by blending with another polymer since the resulting polymer blend might show better 
properties. 
Synthetic rubber (cis-1,4-polyisoprene)(PI) is another biodegradable polymer, having the same 
basic chemical formula as natural rubber, mainly synthesized from petroleum sources (Bridgwater, 
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1942; Shah et al., 2013; Linos and Steinbuchel 2001). It has been extensively used in the 
automotive, paint and footwear industries, as well as in the production of exercise bands, transfer 
hoses and toys. PI was chosen to increase the elasticity of the blend and thereby the aimed material 
as a grafting tool will allow plants to grow in a vertical direction, providing the required flexibility. 
However, the compatibilization phenomenon alters considerably the performance of polymer 
blends (Kocsis and Fakirov, 2005). Costa et al. (2013) reported that PCL/natural rubber blend was 
immiscible as a thermoplastic/elastomeric system because of the poor interactions among the blend 
components, hence compatibilization is needed in order to improve compatibility and accomplish 
a more beneficial properties (Imre and Pukanszky, 2013).  
Biodegradable polymers are degraded in the course of time when they are exposed in the 
environment. The degradation rate of each polymer differs due to several reasons, such as the 
degradation mechanism and the use of different molecular weight of polymers (Tsuji and 
Suzuyoshi, 2002). Without exception, the fast degradation is desired from an environmental point 
of view. Therefore, the need of a quick polymer-degrading strategy arises. In this work, two 
different components, soybean lecithin (SOLE), which is a two-tailed amphiphilic compound, and 
acrylated-epoxidized soybean oil (AESO), which is one of the modified soybean oil derivates that 
have hydrophilic hydroxyl groups in its chemical structure although it is a hydrophobic molecule, 
were employed as biomass-based compatibilizers. 
The objective of this study is to develop a biodegradable joining tool which will be 
environmentally and economically competitive against traditional non-degradable tools. In this 
paper, PCL and PI were selected as raw materials of the blend; besides, SOLE and AESO, were 
added into the blend system as compatibilizers to obtain an eco-friendly material having enhanced 
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mechanical properties. Furthermore, the degradation behavior of the blend systems in soil and the 
effect of compatibilizers on the degradation of the blend system were investigated. 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Materials 
Polycaprolactone (PCL) was purchased in pellet form from Aldrich. Synthetic rubber (cis-
1,4-polyisoprene) (PI) used in this work was provided by Zeon Corparation, Japan 
[(Mw=1,000,000) calculated by SEC]. Soybean lecithin (SOLE) was purchased from Kanto 
Chemical Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). Acrylated-epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) with monomethyl 
ether hydroquinone content of 4,000 ppm as inhibitor was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC. 
(USA).  
3.2.2 Preparation of the PCL/PI blends 
Blends containing 0% and 0.5% (w/w) of SOLE or AESO were fed into the twin-screw 
extruder (IMC-1979, Imoto Machinery Co., Japan).  The rotation speed, temperature, and 
residence time for melt mixing were controlled at 40 rpm, 190°C, and 5 min, respectively. The 
films were prepared using a hydraulic hot-press (IMC-180C, Imoto Machinery Co., Japan) at 
180°C for 10 min under a pressure of 30 MPa, and then cooled to room temperature. The thickness 
of the films was about 0.2 mm. The list of all prepared polymer blends is presented in Table 3.1. 
3.2.3 Biodegradation of PCL/PI blends in soil 
 
The biodegradability of PCL/PI blend films was examined by soil degradation experiment. 
The soil used in this study was provided by NARO Bio-oriented Technology Research 
Advancement Institution. Hydraulic pressed films measuring 1cm x 1cm x 0.2mm were weighted 
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(Wbefore) and buried in soil at a depth of 2 cm from the surface in which the relative humidity 
maintained was around 45%. The buried films were dug out after 2 and 6 weeks, washed with 
distilled water, dried in vacuum at room temperature to a constant weight (Wafter). The films were 
then weighted and the weight loss was calculated according to the following equation; 
Weight loss (%) = {(Wbefore-Wafter)/Wbefore} x 100 
3.2.4 Characterization 
3.2.4.1 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was utilized to examine the degradation behavior and 
thermal stability of compatibilized PCL/PI blends by using an EXSTAR TG/DTA7000 (SII 
Nanotechnology Inc., Japan) thermogravimetric analyzer at a heating rate of 10oC min-1 from 30oC 
to 530oC under a nitrogen purge. 
3.2.4.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
DSC measurements were performed on an EXSTAR DSC6220 (SII Nanotechnology Inc., 
Japan) to determine the miscibility and melting behavior of the blends before and after the 
degradation. Each sample was heated to 190°C at 10°C min-1 rate under a nitrogen atmosphere and 
kept for 5 min at this temperature to remove prior thermal history, then cooled to -120°C at 10oC 
min-1, kept for 5 min and finally heated to 190°C at 10°C min-1 once again.  
3.2.4.3 Tensile Testing 
Tensile testing was carried out with a compact tensile and compression tester (IMC-18E0, 
Imoto Machinery Co., Japan). The composite sheets were cut into strip samples (40x5x0.2 mm). 
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Five samples for each blend composition were tested. The measurements were made at 10 mm/min 
cross-head speed in a room adjusted to 25°C. 
3.2.4.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
The surface morphology of the blends was observed with a scanning electron microscope 
(JCM-6000, JEOL, Japan) with an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The surfaces of the samples were 
coated with a thin layer of platinum prior to SEM observation. SEM micrographs were taken at 
x500 magnification. 
3.2.4.5 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) 
SEC measurements of the weight-average molecular weight (Mw) and polydispersity index 
(Mw/Mn) of the blended polymers before and after the degradation in soil were conducted on a 
TOSOH HLC-8320 size exclusion chromatography (Tokyo, Japan) (TSKgel Super HM-H linear 
column; linearity range, 1x103 - 8x106; molecular weight exclusion limit, 4x108) using polystyrene 
as the standard. The samples were prepared at a concentration of 1 mg/mL in chloroform, filtered 
through a membrane filter with a 0.45 μm pore size and then measured at a flow of 0.6 mL/min at 
40°C. Mw and Mw/Mn were calculated from the SEC curve using EcoSEC-WS software. 
3.3 Results and Discussions 
3.3.1 Thermal behavior of compatibilized PCL/PI blends 
PCL/PI polymer blends were prepared in two different ratios (75:25 (C75) and 50:50 
(C50)) by a melt-blending technique which was carried out using a twin-screw extruder as listed 
in Table 3.1. Specifically, SOLE or AESO was added into the polymer blend system at a proportion 
of 0.5% for the purpose of enhancement of compatibility between blend components. TGA is a 
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useful method to examine the efficiency of compatibilizers on the thermal degradation behaviors 
of the resulting blends, because the thermal stability is strongly influenced by the interaction 
between blend components. Figure 3.1 exhibits the thermal stability of the polymer blends with 
and without compatibilizers in terms of the weight loss as a function of temperature. From the 
TGA results, it was observed that the value of Td50%, which represents the temperature at which 
50% weight loss take places, of neat PCL is about 26 degrees higher than that of neat PI. The main 
degradation of all the C50 and C75 blends occurred within the range of 310°C-410°C between 
those of neat PCL and PI. In general, it was seen that the C75 polymer blends with and without 
compatibilizers had greater thermal stability when compared with the other C50 blends due of the 
presence of high amount of superior thermal stable PCL. Nevertheless, the TGA curves of the C50 
and C75 blends containing SOLE and AESO were not significantly different from that of their 
own non-compatibilized blends. In other words, the addition of compatibilizers did not affect 
substantially the thermal stability of the blends. This might be due to the lower amount of 
compatibilizer used in comparison with the proportion of PCL and PI in the blend systems. 
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Table 3. 1 Thermal properties of the PCL/PI/Compatibilizer blends (w/w) 
 
Matrix Additive Thermal Parameters 
Run PCL 
(%) 
PI  
(%) 
SOLE 
(%) 
AESO 
(%) 
Td50% 
(°C) 
Tcc 
(°C) 
Tm 
(°C) 
Hm 
(j/g) 
Tg 
(°C) 
PCL 100 0 0 0 408.46 20.15 55.14 59.8 -60.66 
PI 0 100 0 0 382.09 - - - -63.74 
C75 75 25 0 0 408.81 28.33 52.26 50.6 -64.46 
C75-SOLE 75 25 0.5 0 408.63 24.24 54.73 51.7 -64.53 
C75-AESO 75 25 0 0.5 404.49 23.97 54.70 44.2 -63.78 
C50 50 50 0 0 402.30 28.96 54.27 45.0 -64.31 
C50-SOLE 50 50 0.5 0 401.74 23.09 53.80 35.6 -63.84 
C50-AESO 50 50 0 0.5 400.31 23.99 53.54 37.2 -63.62 
          
 
Figure 3. 1 TGA curves of C50 and C75 compatibilized with SOLE (a) and AESO (b) 
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3.3.2 Crystallization behavior of compatibilized PCL/PI blends 
In order to ascertain the effect of compatibilizers on the compatibility of the prepared 
blends, DSC was employed and the obtained thermal parameters are listed in Table 3.1. The glass 
transition temperatures (Tg) of neat PCL and PI are -60.66 and -63.74°C, respectively (Figure 3.2b). 
In spite of the fact that DSC provides beneficial information about the miscibility of polymers 
blends, the miscibility of PCL/PI blend cannot be determined due to the similar Tg values that the 
polymers have, as reported in the literature (Costa et al., 2013). The clear melting point (Tm) and 
cold crystallization temperature (Tcc) of neat PCL were observed at 55.14 and 20.15°C, 
respectively, whereas neat PI did not display neither of them because of its amorphous nature 
(Figure 3.2a). The addition of 25% or 50% PI into PCL accelerated the crystallization of PCL 
when compared with that of neat PCL. In the case of the compatibilized polymer blends, as seen 
from the cooling thermograph, the Tcc values of all samples compatibilized with SOLE or AESO 
were appeared at lower temperature than those of non-compatibilized C75 and C50. The reduction 
in the Tcc values might be explained by the fact that the addition of SOLE and AESO into the blend 
system contributed the compatibilization of PCL-PI and prevented phase separation of PCL-PI, 
therefore, it inhibited the formation of crystallization of PCL in the blend at lower temperatures. 
In the second heating scan, no crystallization peak of PCL was found, in other words, the PCL 
could not recrystallize again since it completely crystallized during the cooling scan. Furthermore, 
the second heating scan showed that there was negligible change in Tm and Tg values of all the 
compatibilized C50 blends in comparison to original C50, though enthalpy changes in the melting 
(Hm) of the blended samples occurred obviously (Table 3.1). From Hm values of C75 blends, 
the same trend was also seen. As a result, it is supposed that SOLE and AESO play crystallization 
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inhibitor role in the blend when comparing to the Tm of compatibilized and non-compatibilized 
C50 and C75 blends.  
 
3.3.3 Morphological properties of compatibilized PCL/PI blends 
SEM analysis of compatibilized C50 and C75 blends with their non-additive samples was 
performed to determine probable changes in the morphology of the PCL/PI blends. The SEM 
images in Figure 3.3 show that the compatibility of the non-compatibilized C50 blend, in which 
phase separation of PI and PCL was non-uniform, could not be enhanced even if SOLE or AESO 
was added, resulting in the formation of PI spheres. On the contrary, in case of the addition of the 
compatibilizer into the C75 blend system, which has a spherical phase morphology, sphere 
deformation was occurred, indicating the improved interfacial tension among the components 
(Subramanian et al., 1987; Macosko, 2000; Kim and Chun, 1999). In other words, laminar 
dispersion was observed rather than sphere, as seen in Figure 3.3e and 3.3f. Between the 
Figure 3. 2 DSC curves of C75 and C50 blend systems during the cooling scan (a) and the 
second heating scan (b) 
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compatibilized C75 blends, no remarkable morphological difference was found from their SEM 
photos. The reason why more stable morphology was acquired with the help of compatibilizers in 
an immiscible polymer system can be explained by the ester groups that PCL has, affecting the 
polarity. Thus, even though both are hydrophobic polymers, the polarity of PCL is higher than that 
of PI, and consequently, AESO and SOLE used as compatibilizers might act as a bridge between 
PCL and PI polymers due to the presence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups in their structures.  
  
 
3.3.4 Mechanical properties of compatibilized PCL/PI blends 
The tensile properties of the C50/ and C75/compatibilizer blends were compared with those 
of their non-compatibilized blends so as to investigate if the incompatibility between PCL and PI 
could be improved by blending with a compatibilizer. Tensile strength and tensile modulus of neat 
Figure 3. 3 SEM photos of C50 (a-c) and C75 (d-f) polymer blends 
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PCL and all blends, depending on the type of compatibilizer agent, are shown in Figure 3.4. The 
mechanical properties of polymer blend systems such as tensile strength and modulus are 
considerably affected by the compatibilization between the blend components (Pukanszky and 
Tudos, 1990). The only PCL exhibited higher tensile strength and modulus in comparison with 
both C50 and C75 blends without compatibilizer because of the weak interactions between blend 
the components and also the increasing flexibility. It should be noted that the high molecular 
weight of PI used in this study exhibits solid and sticky form in an ambient condition. These 
properties restricted the use of PI and, therefore, polymer blends including more than 50% PI were 
not prepared in this study. As a result of the reasons mentioned above, the tensile strength and 
modulus of the non-compatibilized C50 blend were remarkably lower than those of the C75 blends. 
In the case of the inclusion of both compatibilizer, SOLE and AESO, the mechanical properties of 
the blends were influenced differently depending on the percent of PI used in the blend. When the 
interface area among PCL-PI in C50 blend was higher than in C75, the addition of AESO caused 
twofold increments in the tensile strength of C50-AESO in comparison to non-compatibilized C50 
blend. On the contrary, when the interface area among PCL-PI became smaller than in C50 blends, 
in other words, less amount of PI was added to the blend (C75) and compatibilized with SOLE; 
the resulting blend, C75-SOLE, exhibited the highest strength value among the other blend systems. 
It may be suggested that AESO has better affinity for the PI, while SOLE is more interact with 
PCL. The similar trend of tensile strength was also seen in the tensile modulus graph. 
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3.3.5 Biodegradation behavior of compatibilized PCL/PI blends 
3.3.5.1 Weight loss measurements 
Since the main purpose of this study is to produce an alternative joining material for 
grafting plant, which is strong as much as commercially used non-biodegradable tools, flexible 
and can degrade in soil as well, the C75 blend group was taken into consideration for the further 
characterizations, by the reason of having better mechanical properties when compared with all 
the C50 blends. Figure 3.5a shows the percentage weight losses of films of C75 and compatibilized 
C75 blends biodegraded in the greenhouse soil against time of degradation, 2 and 6 weeks. 
Although our experiment plan included three different degradation times, 2, 6 and 12 weeks, it 
was difficult to collect the rest pieces of the films from soil because of their unfavorable physical 
conditions after 12 weeks. This result indicates that our blends can majorly degrade in soil within 
12 weeks. Therefore, only samples up to 6 weeks were investigated to determine the degradation 
behaviors of PCL/PI blends.  
Figure 3. 4 Tensile strength (a) and modulus (b) of C50 and C75 blends compounded with 
compatibilizer 
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As is obviously seen, a significant weight loss for all the films did not occur in the first two 
weeks, while the major weight loss notably appeared between the second and sixth weeks. In 
general, all the films showed remarkable weight decreases at the end of 6 weeks. The weight loss 
percentage of C75 film, which was not blended with any compatibilizer, reached 18%. It was 
reported by many researches that PCL can be degraded in a short time whereas PI needs much 
more time for this (Tsuji and Suzuyoshi, 2002; Shah et al., 2013; Linos and Steinbuchel, 2001; 
Fukushima et al., 2011; Tsuji et al., 1998; Yikmis and Steinbuchel, 2012; Rose and Steinbuchel, 
2005). In the case of compatibilizer addition, the degradation rate was not significantly influenced 
by the presence of AESO, 20%. However, the faster weight loss was observed for the C75 film 
including SOLE, 46%. This difference being more than twofold could be attributed to bulk 
degradation of PCL. When water molecules penetrate the whole polymer material with the help of 
lecithin, which has a hydrophilic tail in its structure, hydrolysis may occur faster throughout the 
polymer film (Gajjar and King, 2014; Woodruff et al., 2010). 
From Figure 3.5b, the degradation observed by the weight decreases can be confirmed by 
the loss of transparency of the films after the degradation. The effect of biodegradation rate 
difference between the C75-SOLE and other compatibilized C75 blends can be seen from the 
photos taken after the degradation. The films that degraded at 6 weeks were cloudy and yellow 
whereas they were transparent in the beginning of the soil degradation test. In addition to weight 
loss measurements, this finding was another sign, indicating degradation took place in soil. The 
C75-SOLE film, which showed the fastest appearance of the visual sign of degradation, displayed 
a notable degradation with the formation of cracks and pits which can be seen even through naked 
eyes, despite of the fact that the C75 and the C75-AESO films were not destroyed as much as the 
blend including SOLE. 
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3.3.5.2 Surface morphology 
SEM photos are shown in Figure 3.6 for compatibilized C75 blends before and after 2-6 
weeks of biodegradation in soil, along with that of the non-additive C75 blend. In general, the 
photos of the degraded films are consistent with the findings of weight loss measurements. The 
surfaces of the all films were obviously eroded with the formation of pits since the water in the 
soil that penetrates the substrate leads to hydrolysis from the inside out (Gajjar and King, 2014). 
In addition to the forming pits, it was seen that some cracks were also formed only on the surface 
of the C75-SOLE film. The presence of cracks might have led to the higher weight loss of C75-
SOLE, proving rapid degradation rate due to the increased water uptake, in comparison to others. 
Similar crack formation was also reported by other researchers (Tsuji and Suzuyoshi, 2002; Ikada, 
1999; Gouda et al., 2012; Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2002).  
Figure 3. 5 Percentage weight loss of C75 and compatibilized C75 blends degraded in soil (a) 
and their photos showing the changes before and after degradation (b) 
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3.3.5.3 Crystallization Behavior 
DSC was used to investigate the effect of biodegradation on the thermal properties of 
compatibilized C75 blends. The DSC curves are shown in Figure 3.7 and the thermal parameters 
are listed in Table 3.2. The DSC data corresponding to the Tg values of the degraded blends showed 
no significant change in comparison to those of the blends before degradation, although the melting 
temperatures of the C75 blends with and without compatibilizer in the second heating scan shifted 
Figure 3. 6 SEM photos of C75 (a-c), C75-SOLE (d-f) and C75-AESO (g-i) blends before and 
after degradation for 2 and 6 weeks 
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to lower temperature, ~2°C. This might be explained by the decrease of PCL crystallinity in the 
blend because of the degradation, which results in the decreased melting temperature. In other 
words, biodegradation of PCL might occur not only in the amorphous phase of PCL but also in its 
crystalline phase. It was reported by Benedict et al. (1983) that the degradation of PCL affects the 
molecular weight of a polymer and the degree of polymer crystallinity. Besides, the decrease in 
the melting enthalpy (Hm) also evidenced this finding. Hm of C75, C75-SOLE and C75-AESO 
was reduced in the order of C75-SOLE > C75-AESO > C75, indicating that the degradation led to 
a lower degree of crystallinity. Not surprisingly, among the other two blends, the C75-SOLE-6w 
demonstrated the greatest decrease, supporting the rapid degradation shown in the weight loss 
results. In the cooling scan, it was found that the cold crystallization temperatures of the 
compatibilized blends were not affected by the degradation, in spite of the fact that the Tcc value 
of C75 blend noticeably decreased. The difference between the temperatures was probably 
observed due to less arrangements in the PCL chains by means of compatibilizer, therefore, no 
remarkable difference was seen in the Tcc of all the degraded samples. The intensity of 
crystallization peaks for each blend after the degradation declined in the order of C75-SOLE > 
C75-AESO > C75. Furthermore, the peaks were also broader when compared to the blends before 
degradation, indicating a lower crystallization rate because of the reduction of PCL mass in the 
blend. Thus, these results match with the findings of SEM and weight loss measurements and 
evidence the degradation in soil. Especially, the DSC analysis confirms the highest degradation of 
C75-SOLE among all the specimens because of penetration of water into the film with the help of 
SOLE. 
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Table 3. 2 Thermal parameters of C75, C75-SOLE and C75-AESO blends before and after 6 
weeks of degradation 
Run Tcc (oC) Tm (oC) Hm (j/g) Tg (oC) 
C75 28.33 52.26 50.6 -64.46 
C75-6w 24.10 54.19 46.9 -64.49 
C75-SOLE 24.24 54.73 51.7 -64.53 
C75-SOLE-6w 23.44 51.30 28.4 -63.96 
C75-AESO 23.97 54.70 44.2 -63.78 
C75-AESO-6w 23.73 52.08 36.7 -64.99 
 
Figure 3. 7 DSC curves of C75, C75-SOLE and C75-AESO blends before and after degradation 
during the cooling scan (a) and the second heating scan (b) 
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3.3.5.4 Molecular Weight Change 
SEC chromatograms of the blend films prepared by melt blending provide us with 
information concerning the molecular weight changes during the degradation in soil (Figure 3.8). 
The obtained results are summarized in Table 3.3. In accordance with this finding, Mw of the C75 
decreased from 229,000 to 221,000 g/mol at the end of 6 weeks. Likewise, C75-SOLE mass also 
reduced to 206,000 g/mol, showing a clear broadening of the distribution to lower molecular 
weight after 6 weeks. In particular, a considerable increase in the polydispersity index (Mw/Mn) of 
the degraded materials is a proof which displays that broader molecular weight distribution due to 
the shortened molecules formed by bulk hydrolysis reaction. The mechanism involves cleavage of 
bonds in the polymer backbone, causing fragmentation of the polymeric structure and forming low 
molecular weight oligomers and monomers (Sultana, 2012; Gajjar and King, 2014). Theoretically, 
Mw/Mn value toward to 2.0 represents homogeneous bulk degradation reaction. This is in 
agreement with the investigations reported by other researchers (Sultana, 2013; Woodruff and 
Hutmacher, 2010; Gajjar and King, 2014). 
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Table 3. 3 SEC results of C75, C75-SOLE and C75-AESO blends before and after degradation 
in soil 
 
 
  
1th peak  2nd peak 
Run  
Mw 
(g/mol) 
Mw/Mn  
Mw 
(g/mol) 
Mw/Mn 
PCL (pellet)  1,100 1.14  248,000 1.60 
C75  1,000 1.16  229,000 1.85 
C75-2w  1,600 1.21  232,000 1.94 
C75-6w  1,700 1.22  221,000 1.95 
C75-SOLE  1,000 1.14  224,000 1.99 
C75-SOLE-2w  2,000 1.28  222,000 2.04 
C75-SOLE-6w  2,100 1.26  206,000 2.32 
C75-AESO  1,000 1.20  254,000 1.83 
C75-AESO-2w  1,800 1.24  249,000 1.93 
C75-AESO-6w  1,600 1.24  236,000 1.93 
  
Figure 3. 8 Changes in SEC profile of C75 and its compatibilized blends after degradation 
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In addition to all the analyses discussed above, a practical plant grafting test for two weeks 
was performed using the C75-SOLE film and young tomato plants to evaluate the potential use of 
the selected film according to the obtained results. While attaching the rootstock and scion, one of 
the important factors that affect grafting quality is the contact of the severed rootstock and scion 
each other properly. In this respect, transparency of the films plays a key role towards the growth 
of grafted plants. In the case of C75-SOLE films, it can be suggested that transparency of the films 
facilitated to be confirmed the connection of parts of the plants to be confirmed, and hence, at the 
end of 2 weeks, it was observed that all the spliced plants were smoothly grown without bending 
(Figure 3.9). Another reason that provided this desired growth is the flexibility that the films have. 
To sum up briefly, here we proposed a promising joining tool which has desired flexibility, 
transparency features and particularly degrades in soil in a short time so that it can be utilized for 
the purpose of plant grafting without causing environmental pollution. 
 
Figure 3. 9 Photos of the young tomato plants after grafting for 2 weeks 
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3.4 Conclusion 
Biodegradable films made of PCL and PI have been successfully developed and suggested to 
be used in the agricultural industry for plant grafting. Due to the lack of compatibility of PCL/PI 
blend, SOLE and AESO were utilized as non-reactive compatibilizer to enhance the 
compatibilization between PCL and PI, and consequently, the C75 blend group exhibited better 
thermal and mechanical properties than the C50 blends. For this reason, non compatibilized and 
compatibilized C75 blends were chosen for the further characterizations and used for the 
degradation test in soil. In particular, the results of DSC and SEM showed that the degradation of 
the blends took place. The addition of SOLE into the blend system affected positively the 
compatibility between PCL and PI, and moreover, accelerated the weight loss of C75-SOLE films 
by promoting the bulk hydrolysis degradation due to the increment in the diffusion of the water 
molecules into the film. 
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CHAPTER 4. DYNAMICALLY CONTROLLED FIBRILLATION UNDER 
COMBINATION OF IONIC LIQUID WITH MECHANICAL GRINDING 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 
Properties of a polymer can be improved by either blending with at least another polymer or 
mixing with a reinforcement material such as natural fiber. In the last two chapters, polymer 
blending technique was employed for the improvement of PLA and PCL polymers. In this chapter, 
treatment of oil palm mesocarp fiber (OPMF), which is an agricultural waste material, via a newly-
designed environmentally friendly method will be studied at first, afterwards, the treated fibers 
will be utilized as a reinforcement material in order to enhance mechanical properties of PCL 
polymer matrix. 
For the last two decades, the advancement of ionic liquid technologies has provided 
innovations in a very wide range of applications due to the reason of presenting attractive scientific 
opportunities. Especially, room temperature ionic liquids (ILs) have gained popularity as ideal 
replacements for traditional harmful solvents utilized in organic synthesis and pretreatment of 
lignocellulosic biomass. The key role of ionic liquids is being "green solvent" owing to their non-
flammable and low impact on the environment and human health. In addition, they have 
recyclability, specific poor-coordinated ionic nature, high thermal stability and polarity (Jong and 
Gosselink, 2014; Ghandi, 2014; Vancov et al., 2014; Brennecke and Maginn, 2001; Anderson et 
al., 2002; Isik et al., 2014; Hallet and Welton, 2011; Socha et al., 2014). 
The increase of environmental consciousness promotes the use of biomass to design 
sustainable system from consumed system based on fossil fuel (Vazques et al., 2015). However, 
use of agricultural crops is not a smart solution because they are used for food crops and their costs 
are so high as well. That is why agricultural wastes such as rice straws and corn husks come into 
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prominence owing to be acquired at a very low cost. In the global market, palm oil is the most 
widely consumed vegetable oil in the entire world. Therefore, palm oil industries generate huge 
amounts of biomass wastes during the production process. OPMF, which is one of the most wastes 
in the extraction process of palm oil from palm fruit, is a promising valuable material for industrial 
use. 
The reinforcer made from biomass is a good resource as organic filler for fiber reinforced 
polymer composites due to their advantages such as low density and biodegradability when 
compared to the glass or carbon fibers (Ku et al., 2011; Malkapuram et al., 2009). Lignocellulosic 
fibers such as OPMF are composed mainly of three components which are lignin, hemicellulose 
and cellulose. Cellulose fibers are in the role of skeletal matrix providing wood cells strength, 
while hemicellulose acts as glue between cellulose and lignin with its amorphous structure (Daniel, 
2009). There have been some studies on IL treatment method for the modification of 
lignocellulosic materials in literature. Generally, it requires high temperature to remove 
hemicellulose and lignin components and to fibrillate cellulose in the range of nanoscale. Financie 
et al. (2016) reported the IL treatment of oil palm fronds at 70-100ºC for the enhancement of 
enzymatic delignification, nevertheless, to our knowledge there has been no report regarding IL 
treatment of oil palm biomass for green composites.  
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (BMIM[BF4]), which is liquid state at room 
temperature and has high stability that allows to work at open-atmosphere, was used by some 
researchers as a green solvent for lignocellulosic materials (Hallet and Welton, 2011). In several 
reports, it was reported that BMIM[BF4] dissolves lignin partially at 90ºC (Lee et al., 2009; 
Yinghuai et al., 2013). Chen et al. reported that hemicellulose component of bamboo treated with 
BMIM[BF4] at 100ºC reduced whereas cellulose content was increased (Chen et al., 2015). 
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However, no information was given about the formation of fibrillation. On the other hand, in 
addition to IL treatments of biomass, the mechanical grinding such as ball milling, double roll 
crusher and so on has been also employed as a pretreatment method of biomass in order to be 
easily handled or fibrillate lignocellulosic biomass in literature (Chen, 2014; Leskinen et al., 2011; 
Lopes et al., 2013; Maurer and Fengel, 1992; Chang et al., 1975). 
The main objective of this work is to develop a simple and economical fibrillation method for 
lignocellulose. The combination of mechanical grinding and IL treatment is proposed as 
dynamically controlled fibrillation method. To the best of our knowledge, so far, there has been 
no study which exhibits the utilization of mechanical grinding as well as the ionic liquid treatment 
to generate the cellulose in the range of nano-scale in one step. Moreover, in order to evaluate the 
potential application in the use of treated fibers in this study, environmental-friendly treated-
OPMF fiber reinforced composite was produced using poly(ɛ-caprolactone) (PCL) which is a 
biodegradable polyester. 
4.2. Materials and Methods 
4.2.1. Materials 
 
Oil palm mesocarp fiber (OPMF) used in this study was obtained from FELDA Serting 
Hilir Palm Oil Mill, Negeri Sembilan in Malaysia. OPMF was milled using disc mill (PM-2500M, 
Osaka Chemical Co., Japan) and sieved (MVS-1N, AS-ONE, Japan) in order to separate fibers 
with particle size less than 63 μm, then stored at room temperature in aluminum bag before use. 
The ionic liquid, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium fluoroborate [BMIM][BF4] (98%), and ethyl 
alcohol (99.5%) were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industry. Polycaprolactone (PCL) 
[number-average of molecular weight, Mn=80,000] was obtained in pellet form from Aldrich.  
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4.2.2. The treatment of OPMF using [BMIM][BF4] 
 
1 g of OPMF powder was grinded with 3 mL of [BMIM][BF4] at room temperature for 3 
hours using magnetic pestle device (MMPS-T1, AS-ONE, Japan) (Figure 4.1), while IL treated 
two samples were magnetically stirred with IL for 3 hours at room temperature and 90°C as 
references. After the treatments, the mixtures were washed with ethyl alcohol and then centrifuged 
at 7000 rpm for 20 minutes (ST 8R, Thermo Scientific, USA) to remove the ionic liquid and 
dissolved components. It was subsequently frozen and dried, kept in a desiccator before use. 
 
4.2.3. Preparation of PCL/treated OPMF composites 
 
OPMF-reinforced PCL composites were prepared by compounding 5 wt% of treated 
OPMF using the twin-screw extruder (IMC-1979, Imoto Machinery Co., Japan) for 5 minutes at 
190oC and a rotating speed of 40 rpm. The resulting composites were cut into small pieces and the 
 
Figure 4. 1 The used magnetic mortar grinder mill 
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composite films were prepared using a hydraulic hot-press (IMC-180C, Imoto Machinery Co., 
Japan) at 180°C for 10 min under a pressure of 30 MPa, and then cooled to room temperature. The 
thickness of the films was about 0.2 mm. 
4.2.4. Characterization of treated fibers and their PCL composites 
4.2.4.1. Chemical composition analysis 
 
The composition analysis of the untreated and treated fibers was done according to the 
method described by Iwamoto et al. (2008). Briefly, lignin content of the samples was calculated 
using an acidified 5 wt% sodium chlorite (NaClO2) solution at 65oC for 1 h. The residue was then 
treated with 6 wt% potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution at 25oC for 24 h in order to leach 
hemicelluloses to get cellulose. The reported values are the average of the duplicate sample results. 
4.2.4.2. Thermogravimetric (TG) and Differential Thermo Gravimetric (DTG) Analysis 
 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted using EXSTAR TG/DTA7000 (SII 
Nanotechnology Inc., Japan). Samples of ca. 7 mg weight were heated in an aluminum pan to 
550oC at a heating rate of 10oC/min while the apparatus was continually flushed with a nitrogen 
flow of 100 mL/min. 
4.2.4.3. Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy  
 
The chemical components of OPMF were examined using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX 
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer via KBr pellet technique. Each sample recording 
consisted of 16 scans recorded from 400 and 4000 cm-1.  
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4.2.4.4. Wide Angle X-Ray Diffraction (WAXD) Analysis 
 
The WAXD measurements were performed using a X-Ray diffractometer operating at 30 
kV and 15 mA (Rigaku Co., Japan). Scattered radiation was detected at a speed of 1.4º /min along 
with an angular range of 5<2θ<50º. The crystallinity index (CrI) was calculated based on the 
formula reported by Nordin et al. 
4.2.4.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Field Emission Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (FE-SEM) 
 
Surface morphologies of the fibers and fractured composite films were observed by 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JCM-6000, JEOL, Japan) operated at 10 kV accelerating 
voltage. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) observation of the nanofiber was 
performed with a HITACHI S5200 FE-SEM at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The composite 
samples were fractured under liquid nitrogen. Each sample was deposited on carbon tape and 
platinum-coated for 90 seconds before the observation. 
4.2.4.6. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) Particle Analysis 
 
The particle size distribution was examined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (DelsaMax 
Pro, Beckman Coulter, USA). Measurements were performed at a concentration of 0.73 mg/mL in 
water at 25oC. Each value was obtained by averaging measurements of five samples. 
4.2.4.7. Tensile Testing 
 
The composite films for tensile test were prepared using a hydraulic hot-press (IMC-180C, 
Imoto Machinery Co., Japan), then they were cut into seven strip samples (40x5x0.2 mm) for each 
composite composition. The tensile tests were conducted according to IMC-18E0 Model Machine 
(Imoto Machinery Co., Ltd, Japan) at a cross-head speed of 5 mm/min under 25°C.  
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4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. Compositional analysis of untreated and treated OPMF 
As replacement for traditional chemical treatment method with the purpose of enrichment 
of cellulose in lignocellulose, the following four methods were employed; only mechanical 
treatment at room temperature (Sample 1), only IL treatment at room temperature (Sample 2) and 
90°C (Sample 3), the combination of IL and mechanical treatment at room temperature (Sample 
4). In order to recover the treated fibers from Samples 2-4, the mixtures were washed by ethanol 
to remove IL, respectively. Sample 1 was not washed after the grinding and was used as it was. 
The mass percent compositions of the IL treated samples and untreated OPMF are shown in Figure 
4.2. The result clearly shows the IL treatment at room temperature had no influence on the Sample 
2 components lignin and cellulose, although the hemicellulose content decreased from 39.8% to 
23.7%. From the result of Sample 3, IL treatment at 90oC showed a better performance in 
increasing the cellulose content due to partial removal of lignin and hemicellulose. In the combined 
treatment method, Sample 4, it resulted in about 49% removal of hemicellulose, 2% delignification, 
while higher enhancement of cellulose content (34.5%) was found. The results exhibited that the 
combination method of IL and MG has more impact to obtain greater cellulose content with more 
hemicellulose removal. 
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4.3.2. Effect of combined method of [BMIM][BF4] and MG on thermal stability of OPMF 
The OPMF samples were analyzed by TGA so that the mass change profile and the basic 
constituents of the treated-OPMFs were determined (Figure 4.3) (Jakab, 2015). All TG curves 
showed an initial small weight loss between 30 and 100oC due to evaporation of moisture in the 
samples. Sample 4 has the highest thermal stability among all the samples. From the TG/DTG 
profile, the weight loss of Sample 1 between 150ºC and 240ºC indicates corresponding to the 
decomposition of low-molecular weight of lignin components in OPMF after the mechanical 
treatment (Leskinen et al., 2011, Lopes et al., 2013; Nordin et al., 2013; Kuzuya et al., 1999; 
Iversen, 1985). On the other hand, degradation components from 240 to 380 °C were related to the 
degradation of hemicellulose and cellulose of OPMF. The DTG curves exhibited the presence of 
different components in untreated- and treated-OPMF samples. The main degradation component 
associated with hemicellulose was appreciably decreased after the treatment compared to that of 
 
Figure 4. 2 Mass percent composition of the untreated and treated OPMFs 
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untreated OPMF, which shows mainly hemicellulose removal. In spite of the fact that the DTG 
profiles show that hemicellulose and lignin contents still remain, cellulose composition has 
increased. The residual weight difference of the treated samples is a proof that indicates removal 
of hemicellulose from OPMF. Therefore, all of the treated samples have higher amounts of 
cellulose in comparison with untreated one.  
4.3.3. FT-IR Spectra of treated-OPMFs 
FT-IR spectroscopy was used to identify alteration on the chemical composition of OPMF 
before and after treatment (Figure 4.4). Untreated OPMF and Sample 1 exhibited two strong peaks 
around 2915 and 2850 cm-1 which are associated with the asymmetric and symmetric stretching 
vibrations of C-H stretching of hemicellulose (Nordin et al., 2013; Mendoza et al., 2015; Mandal 
and Chakrabarty, 2011). However, Sample 3 and 4 treated with IL showed the decreased peak 
 
Figure 4. 3 TG and DTG curves of untreated-OPMF and treated-OPMFs 
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intensity due to the removal of hemicellulose. The similar trend was seen at peak of 1710 cm-1, 
which is assigned to the stretching of carbonyl groups in hemicellulose (Alemdar and Sain, 2008; 
Deepa et al., 2015). Besides, it was also observed that two characteristic peaks of lignin, 1513 cm-
1 and 1315 cm-1, slightly decreased in the all samples treated with IL and the combined method, 
due to the partial removal of lignin (Financie et al., 2016). All the samples showed a wide peak in 
the range of 3700-3000 cm-1, which is indicative of free O-H stretching vibration of the OH groups 
in the typical structure of cellulose (Deepa et al., 2015; Chirayil et al., 2014). These results are 
very consistent with the results obtained from TGA and DTG. 
 
 
Figure 4. 4 FT-IR spectra of untreated-OPMF and treated-OPMFs. 
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4.3.4. Wide-Angle X-Ray Diffraction (WAXD) analysis of treated-OPMFs 
The wide-angle X-Ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns of OPMF fibers are shown in Figure 
4.5. It is known that the crystalline cellulose indicates the two characteristic diffractions (I101) and 
(I002) at 2θ values of 18° and 23° (Nordin et al., 2013), while the other two diffraction peaks at 
around 44° and 26° belong to the silica body (SiO2), which is located on the plant cell and thus 
contributes mechanical strength of the fibers (Harun et al., 2013; Khalil et al., 2011). In all the 
treated samples and untreated-OPMF, the presence of the silica bodies was identified from XRD. 
This is because the silica bodies still remain independently in the samples even if they could be 
removed from the fiber surface after the treatment. The crystallinity index (CrI) of untreated OPMF 
powder was 63.2% and decreased to 61.1% after the mechanical treatment. The low value of CrI 
exhibits that a high amount of amorphous cellulose presents in the lignocellulosic material (Ang 
et al., 2012). This phenomenon indicated that mechanical process led to breaking down of 
intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonds and therefore destroyed the original crystalline 
form of cellulose, resulting a decrease in CrI (Ago et al., 2007). OPMF samples treated with only 
IL also showed a decrease in CrI. This might be due to the disruption of the cell walls by IL, 
accompanying with the decrease of cellulose crystallinity (Li et al., 2016). Moreover, the 
combination of IL and MG treatment method led to more drop in the CrI of OPMF fibers (50.9%) 
when compared with the CrI of untreated OPMF powder. This result showed that IL acted 
forcefully with the help of MG to disrupt the plant cell walls and the crystalline structure of 
cellulose. 
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4.3.5. Morphology of untreated-OPMF and treated-OPMFs 
SEM images of OPMF fibers are shown in Figure 4.6, indicating size of fiber and 
morphology changes before and after treatments. From the SEM images of untreated-OPMF, some 
OPMF fibers bigger than 63 μm were seen, even though the pulverized OPMF was sieved through 
a mesh size of 63 μm. After the grinding process of MG with IL, the large size of fibers were 
disappeared, whereas some big size of OPMF fiber with smaller fiber existed after IL treatment. 
Based on the observation, it can be concluded that the particle size of OPMF decreased in the 
order: Untreated-OPMF ≈ Sample 2 ≈ Sample 3 > Sample 1 > Sample 4. As shown in Figure 4.6 
and 4.7, the combination of mechanical and chemical process provided to fibrillate OPMF as 
opposed to the Samples 2 and 3. 
 
Figure 4. 5 X-Ray diffraction spectra of OPMF under different treatment conditions 
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4.3.6. Particle size distribution of treated-OPMFs 
Size distribution of original and treated-OPMF was measured through dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) as shown in Figure 4.7. All of the samples were measured in water at a 
concentration of 0.73 mg/mL. The measurement of Sample 1 demonstrated two different particle 
size ranges.  It was revealed that a volume of about 58% was at the average particle size of 6 μm 
while that of 42% was at the average size of 223 nm. Samples 2 and 3, which were treated with 
IL, showed a broad distribution peak. Although IL removed some components from the OPMF 
fiber, the resultant products gave the fiber with wide range of size distributions. Contrary to IL 
treatment, Sample 4 treated with the combination method exhibited a homogeneous mono-disperse 
peak in DLS. This might be explained the result of IL and grinding cooperation. While IL acts 
solvent role for the removal of some substances from the fiber, the magnetic pestle ball pulverizes 
the fiber at the same time, therefore, the fibrillated fibers occurred in the range of nanoscale (127 
nm). 
 
Figure 4. 6 FE-SEM image of the cellulose fibers in Sample 4 
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Figure 4. 7 Particle size distribution of the fibers in Sample 1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c) and 4 (d) 
with their SEM images 
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4.3.7. Treated-OPMF reinforced PCL composites 
4.3.7.1. Thermal properties of the treated-OPMF reinforced PCL composite 
In order to reveal the potential of OPMF fiber as an organic filler towards a typical 
biodegradable PCL polymer, PCL composites were prepared with treated OPMF fiber in this 
study. The treated OPMF fiber was loaded 5% for each composite. 
The thermal stability of the treated OPMF reinforced PCL composite was evaluated by 
thermogravimetric analysis measurement (Figure 4.8). The PCL composite with untreated OPMF 
displayed a similar thermal degradation behavior with original PCL, while Sample 1 and 4 
reinforced PCL composites indicated small amounts of degradation components at low 
temperature in the TG graph. Possible explanation for this difference is the existence of low 
molecular weight of OPMF components degraded during grinding in the composites. The low 
temperature degradable components can be derived from not only hemicellulose but also cellulose, 
lignin and so on.  
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4.3.7.2. Mechanical properties of the treated-OPMF reinforced composites 
The tensile strength and modulus of untreated-OPMF, Sample 1 and 4 composites were 
tested to investigate their mechanical performances (Figure 4.9). The untreated-OPMF and Sample 
1 composites showed tensile strength of 11.34 MPa and 13.37 MPa, respectively. Sample 4 
reinforced composite had a tensile strength of 18.60 MPa, which was 78% stronger than original 
PCL, 10.42 MPa. Since PCL/untreated OPMF composites exhibited higher mechanical 
performance than original, it was found that PCL provided good compatibility with lignocellulosic 
fiber (Lee et al., 2014). Samples 4 demonstrated the highest tensile modulus among the others, 
0.19 GPa, at 5 wt% of fiber loading with the enhancement of about 12% in comparison with the 
untreated-OPMF composite, 0.17 GPa. As a result, these findings proved that the interface 
 
Figure 4. 8 TG curves of untreated-OPMF/PCL, Sample 2/PCL, Sample 4/PCL 
composites and only PCL 
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adhesion between the nano-sized fibers and polymer matrix might enhance with increase of 
adhesion area. 
4.3.7.3. Dispersion of the treated-OPMFs in the composite 
The interfacial adhesion and dispersion of OPMF influenced treatment method in PCL 
matrix were investigated through the observation of fractured surface of composites. SEM images 
of Samples 1 and 4 reinforced PCL composites showed that dispersibility of fiber was better than 
that of untreated-OPMF with a large diameter (Figure 4.10). This can be explained by the fact that 
fiber debonding was less at the fracture surface. It was seen that Sample 4 in the composite was 
uniformly dispersed in the matrix, though some nano-sized and macro-sized fibers were located at 
the fractured surface of Sample 1/PCL composite. These results explain how Sample 4 fibers 
contributed the increment of mechanical properties of its composite. 
 
Figure 4. 9 Tensile strength (a) and modulus (b) of only PCL, untreated-OPMF, Sample 1 
and 4 reinforced PCL composites with 5 wt% fiber loading 
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4.4. Conclusion 
In this study, the combination of ionic liquid with mechanical grinding method showed that 
hemicellulose component in OPMF can be partially removed by [BMIMBF4] and also grinding 
process helps to minimize particle size of the OPMF at same time.  Mechanical grinding was 
utilized to increase the performance of [BMIMBF4] ionic liquid which is not commonly used in 
the treatment of lignocellulosic materials. Although IL process has bothersome points to dissolve 
lignocellulose, fibrillation from OPMF treated by IL with the help of mechanical grinding was 
successfully provided. The SEM and DLS results indicated supporting proofs for the formation of 
the fibers lying in the nano-scale. Furthermore, all of these improvements affected the dispersion 
of the nano-scale fibers in the matrix through dynamically controlled fibrillation method, thus, the 
mechanical properties of OPMF treated by the combined method reinforced PCL composite were 
improved. 
  
 
Figure 4. 10 The fractured cross section scanning electron micrographs of untreated-OPMF 
(a), Sample 1 (b) and Sample 4 (c) reinforced PCL composites 
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CHAPTER 5. ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY COMPOSITES FROM 
POLYCAPROLACTONE AND FIBRILLATED-OIL PALM MESOCARP 
FIBER (OPMF) BY VAPOR-PHASE ASSISTED SURFACE 
POLYMERIZATION 
 
5.1.  Introduction 
In recent years, many studies have been conducted to investigate the use of natural fibers 
which become one of the fastest growing reinforcements, since rising public environmental 
awareness causes increment of need of designing materials compatible with the environment. With 
the increasing requests on improved energy efficiency, material scientists began to call natural 
fibers an alternative choice to synthetic fibers for the production of composites. The natural fibers 
act as fortification substance by increase the strength and stiffness and decrease the weight of the 
resulting composites (Mohanty et al., 2001). In addition to having a low density, natural fibers are 
renewable, low cost and biodegradable (Schaschke and Audic, 2014). However, these fibers 
possess some disadvantages, such as poor compatibility because of the presence of hydroxyl and 
other polar groups in constituents of the fibers, when utilized in composites (Li et al., 2007). A 
strong fiber-polymer matrix interface bond is critical for high mechanical properties of composites 
(Drzal and Madhukar, 1993). Therefore, it is necessary to modify the surface of natural fibers, 
mainly to improve adhesion between polymeric matrix and the fiber (Cruz and Fangueiro, 2016). 
For this purpose, heretofore, numerous techniques such as surface initiated polymerization (SIP) 
with free radicals (P), atom-transfer radical (ATRP), anion, iniferter polymerization methods, 
micro-contact printing with free radical polymerization, ring opening metathesis polymerization 
(ROMP) and ‘grafting on’ the surface and photo lithography with free radical have been employed 
for the modifying solid surfaces. Despite significant developments accomplished with the help of 
these techniques, there are still some bothersome issues related to reaction mediums in the 
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preparation of composites, such as the requirement of large amount of aqueous/organic solvent, 
the aggregation of substrates due to inadequate affinity with the monomer. Furthermore, the high 
viscosity of the monomer solution, the swelling of products in reaction medium, volume shrinkage 
in the subsequent drying process also make difficult the desired effective surface modification 
(Lee, 2014). 
The vapor phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) method, which does not need for 
solvents, in other words, it can also be called environmentally friendly, has been developed to coat 
many substrate surfaces with polymers, resulting in the conspicuous achievements of 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic controlling, block-copolymer coating, and surface grafting (Kim et al., 
2011; Yasutake et al., 2003; Nishida et al., 2005; Andou et al., 2007; Yasutake et al., 2004; Andou 
et al., 2007; Andou et al., 2006; Yasutake et al., 2004). VASP is an excellent method for preserving 
the delicate surfaces of materials due to the advantages of VASP process, when compared with the 
common used liquid and melt processes (Andou et al., 2010). One of the most attractive benefit of 
VASP is that vaporized monomers are able to penetrate even into the nano-sized internal gaps and 
spaces in solid materials (Kim et al., 2011).  
In this study, in order to develop an efficient surface modification approach for the 
fibrillation of oil palm mesocarp fiber (OPMF), two types of fibers, macro and nano scale OPMF, 
were studied. The nanoscale OPMF produced in Chapter 4 was treated by VASP for the surface 
modification to suggest a useful surface modification method for the nanofibers. The macro-scale 
OPMF was treated through VASP and the mortar grinder mill-ionic liquid method (M-IL), 
respectively, to generate surface treated-nanofibers via the combined treatment of VASP and M-
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IL. The obtained surface modified-fibrillated samples were then utilized as reinforcement material 
in PCL matrix. 
5.2.  Materials and Methods 
5.2.1.  Materials 
Monomer, ɛ-caprolactone (> 99.0%), was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry (Tokyo, 
Japan). It was dried over CaH2 (Wako Pure Chemical Industry, Osaka, Japan) and distilled under 
nitrogen at reduced pressure. Catalyst, Tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)2), was obtained from 
Wako Pure Chemical Industry (Osaka, Japan). Oil palm mesocarp fiber (OPMF) used in this study 
was obtained from FELDA Serting Hilir Palm Oil Mill, Negeri Sembilan in Malaysia. OPMF was 
milled using disc mill (PM-2500M, Osaka Chemical Co., Japan) and sieved (MVS-1N, AS-ONE, 
Japan) in order to separate fibers with particle size less than 63 μm, then stored at room temperature 
in aluminum bag before use. The ionic liquid, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium fluoroborate 
[BMIM][BF4] (98%), and all the solvents were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industry. 
Bulk polymerization of ɛ-caprolactone (11.6 mmol) was conducted with butanol (Wako Pure 
Chemical Industry, Osaka, Japan) (0.35 mmol) in the presence of 0.06 mmol Sn(Oct)2 at 75oC for 
18 h [(Mw=12,000) calculated by SEC]. Commercial polycaprolactone (PCL) [number-average of 
molecular weight, Mn=80,000] was received in pellet form from Sigma-Aldrich and used as matrix 
for composites.   
5.2.2.  Typical procedure of VASP  
Substrate: OPMF (1 g) was treated with the combined method as descripted in Chapter 4. 
The obtained sample, which is the substrate of the polymerization, was named as [M-IL-OPMF]. 
0.32 mmol Sn(Oct)2 was dissolved in 5 mL of acetone. The solution was then mixed with [M-IL-
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OPMF] (0.2 g) at room temperature to be absorbed the catalyst on the surface. After it was dried 
under ambient atmosphere, the remaining solvent was removed under vacuum at room temperature. 
A typical procedure of VASP was done in a H-shaped glass tube reactor with a vacuum cock. The 
catalyst-supported [M-IL-OPMF] was put into a Petri dish, having 4.40 cm2 bottom surface area, 
and then the Petri dish was settled in the bottom of one of the legs of H-shaped glass tube reactor. 
Purified ɛ-caprolactone (13.5 mmol) was introduced into the bottom of the other leg. The reactor 
was then degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles and lastly sealed. Polymerization was carried 
out at 70oC for 24 h in a thermostatic oven. After VASP, the obtained sample was dried to remove 
unreactants in vacuo and weighted to calculate the weight increment (0.36 g) of the [M-IL-OPMF]-
VASP composite. Secondly, OPMF (0.2 g) as it is was used as substrate for VASP. The same 
polymerization method, which was employed for [M-IL-OPMF] fiber as described above, was 
followed. At the end of VASP, the weight increment of [OPMF-VASP] sample was 0.92 g. Free 
polymers and the PCL grafted components in the samples were extracted by dissolving in CHCl3. 
After the dissolution, the solutions were filtered through a membrane filter with 0.45 μm pore size. 
Table 5. 1 Vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization of ɛ-caprolactone on treated and 
untreated OPMF surfaces 
Substrate 
Fiber Time Increment 
Mw Mw/Mn 
(g) (h) (g) wt% a 
[M-IL-OPMF] 0.2 24 0.36 180 5,000 2.07 
[M-IL-OPMF] 0.2 72 0.52 206 6,000 2.39 
OPMF 0.2 24 0.92 460 8,000 2.28 
a Against substrate weight. 
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5.2.3. The treatment of [OPMF-VASP] using [BMIM][BF4] 
 1 g of [OPMF-VASP] was grinded with 3 mL of [BMIM][BF4] at room temperature for 3 
hours using magnetic pestle device (MMPS-T1, AS-ONE, Japan). After the treatment, the sample, 
which is named as [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL, was washed with ethyl alcohol and centrifuged at 7000 
rpm for 20 minutes (ST 8R, Thermo Scientific, USA). 
5.2.4.  Preparation of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL reinforced PCL 
composite 
[M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL reinforced PCL composites were prepared 
by compounding 5wt% of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL using the twin-screw 
extruder (IMC-1979, Imoto Machinery Co., Japan) for 3 minutes at 190oC and a rotating speed of 
35 rpm. The composite obtained was then pressed using a hydraulic hot-press (IMC-180C, Imoto 
Machinery Co., Japan) at 180oC for 5 min under a pressure of 10 MPa. The composites films were 
then cooled to room temperature. The thickness of the films was approximately 0.3 mm. 
5.2.5.  Characterization 
5.2.5.1. Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy 
FT-IR measurement were conducted using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX Fourier transform 
infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer. Samples were ground and pelletized using potassium bromide 
(KBr). The spectra were recorded in the range of 3700 to 900 cm-1 and 16 scans per sample. 
5.2.5.2. Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H NMR) 
1H NMR spectra of the samples were recorded on a 500-MHz JEOL JNM-ECP500 FT-
NMR spectrometer in Chloroform-d at the room temperature and the chemical shifts were reported 
as δ values (ppm) relative to internal tetramethylsilane (TMS) unless otherwise noted. 
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5.2.5.3. Thermogravimetric (TG) and differential Thermo Gravimetric (DTG) Analysis 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using an EXSTAR TG/DTG7000 (SII 
Nanotechnology Inc., Japan). Approximately 7 mg of sample was placed in an aluminum pan and 
heated to 550oC at a rate of 10oC/min under nitrogen flow (100 mL/min). 
5.2.5.4. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) Particle Analysis 
The particle size distribution was examined by a dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
(DelsaMax Pro, Beckman Coulter, USA). Measurements were performed at a concentration of 
1.03 mg/mL in toluene at 25oC. Each value was obtained by averaging three measurements. 
5.2.5.5. Size exclusion Chromatography (SEC) 
SEC measurements of the weight-average molecular weight (Mw) and polydispersity index 
(Mw/Mn) of the fibers obtained after VASP were conducted on a TOSOH HLC-8320 size exclusion 
chromatography (Tokyo, Japan) (TSKgel Super HM-H linear column; linearity range, 1x103 - 
8x106; molecular weight exclusion limit, 4x108) using polystyrene as the standard. The samples 
were prepared at a concentration of 2 mg/mL in chloroform, filtered through a membrane filter 
with a 0.45 μm pore size and then measured at a flow of 0.6 mL/min at 40°C. Mw and Mw/Mn were 
calculated from the SEC curve using EcoSEC-WS software. 
5.2.5.6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
The composite samples were fractured under liquid nitrogen. Surface morphologies of the 
fractured composite films were observed by Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JCM-6000, 
JEOL, Japan) operated at 10 kV accelerating voltage. Each sample was deposited on carbon tape 
and platinum-coated for 40 seconds before the observation. 
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5.2.5.7. Tensile Testing 
Tensile testing was carried out with a compact tensile and compression tester (IMC-18E0, 
Imoto Machinery Co., Japan). The prepared sheets were cut into strip samples (40x5x0.3 mm). 
Five samples were used for each composite. The measurements were made at 10 mm/min 
crosshead speed at room temperature. 
5.3.  Results and Discussion 
5.3.1.  VASP of ɛ-caprolactone on [M-IL-OPMF] 
Vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization of ɛ-caprolactone was carried out in an H-
shaped glass tube reactor on M-IL-OPMF fibers as a substrate, on which surfaces Sn(II) 2-
ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)2) as a catalyst (Labet and Thielemans, 2009) for the anionic ring opening 
polymerization of ɛ-caprolactone was supported. Although the mechanism of polymerization with 
Sn(Oct)2 is still ambiguous (Schindler  et al., 1982; Sawdon and Peng, 2015), the commonly 
accepted mechanism is a coordination insertion mechanism where the initiating tin-complex is 
formed by the coordination between the hydroxyl functional groups and Sn(Oct)2 (Sawdon and 
Peng, 2015). During the polymerization in the H-shaped glass tube reactor, vaporized monomer 
molecules are diffused to active sites on the substrate surface, after that, the absorbed molecules 
undergo polymerization. At the end of 24 h, the product, which is called [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP, 
was appeared as a lump of aggregated powdery solid. During the VASP, the reaction time did not 
affect the molecular weight of the PCL grafts that are covalently attached to the fiber surface (Table 
5.1). Since the hydroxyl groups (OH-) on fiber substrate have the ability to carry out as initiators 
for the polymerization process (Kellersztein et al, 2015), the reason why the molecular weight 
increment did not occur can be explained by the fact that the number of initiation hydroxyl groups 
are many in the treated-OPMF ([M-IL-OPMF]).  
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The changes in the UV/RI intensity ratio of each fraction in SEC profiles of the 
synthesized PCL (Mw 12,000) and the samples, [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP for 24 h and 72 h, were 
shown in Figure 5.1. It is known that when polymer chains graft from lignocellulosic materials 
which have different UV/RI ratio values, the new UV/RI ratio value will show an alteration in 
accordance with the grafting ratio whereby the solubility of the graft polymers in chloroform might 
be also differed (Kim et al., 2011). Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2 represented the increment in the 
UV/RI ratio value. The result can be explained by the higher the grafting efficiency on 
lignocellulosic materials, the higher the UV/RI ratio. This increase also signifies that PCL grafted 
successfully from the fiber components by which covalent bonding occurred during VASP. It was 
found that in the SEC measurement, the molecular weight did not change remarkably with the 
longer reaction time. It may be explained by the obtained molecular weight is not actual molecular 
weight based on the size of polymer. When PCL grafted fibers are dissolved in chloroform prior 
for SEC analysis, this process might cause agglomeration of the grafted fibers due to the presence 
of short PCL chains during the chloroform extraction process, resulting no significant change in 
the relative molecular weight value of the extracted PCL. The longer reaction time (72 h) did not 
affect the molecular weight of the PCL despite of the fact that the weight increment enhanced with 
the extending time of VASP. The sample exhibited a 4.1-fold increase in the UV/RI ratio, proofing 
the removal of some PCL grafted components from the lignocellulose material by extraction. 
Another evidence for the grafting of PCL is the FT-IR results of the residues after the extraction, 
which was shown in Figure 5.2. FT-IR spectra of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP 
after extraction samples showed the same characteristic peaks as commercial PCL at 1722 cm-1 
assignable to carbonyl peak of PCL (C=O), while the peak intensity of the hydroxyl groups (-OH) 
belonging to the lignocellulose components slightly decreased when [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and 
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[M-IL-OPMF]-VASP after extraction samples were compared. This finding indicates the presence 
of PCL grafted from lignocellulosic materials, such as hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin, after 
the removal of accumulated PCL from the fiber. Since 72 h polymerization process neither is 
practical due to the long reaction time and nor provides a significant increase in the molecular 
weight of the grafted PCL when compared with 24 h, for further analysis of PCL grafted-M-IL-
OPMF, [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP after 24 h VASP was used. 
 
Table 5. 2 UV/RI ratios of the extracted materials received from the fibers after VASP 
Entry VASP time (h) Increment (wt.%) UV/RI ratio 
[M-IL-OPMF]-VASP 24 180 12.8x10-3 
[M-IL-OPMF]-VASP 72 260 31.2x10-3 
 PCLa - - 3.2x10-3 
a Synthesized PCL (Mw 12,000, Mw/Mn 1.7) 
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Figure 5. 1 SEC profiles of UV/RI intensity ratios of synthesized PCL (a), [M-IL-OPMF]-
VASP for 24 h (b) and 72 h (c) 
 
To confirm alteration on the chemical composition of the final product after 
polymerization, the fibers before and after polymerization were analyzed by FT-IR (Figure 5.2). 
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[M-IL-OPMF]-VASP shows an increase in the intensity of the PCL carbonyl group peak (1722 
cm-1). The peak at 3000-3600 cm-1 can be ascribed to cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin OH- 
groups, the decrease in this peak also indicates that PCL is grafted to the surface. In addition to 
this alteration, the decrease in the characteristic peak of C-O-(H) stretching at 1035 cm-1 suggests 
the grafting of PCL on –C-O-H groups of hemicellulose and/or lignin and/or cellulose chains. 
 
Figure 5. 2 FT-IR spectra of commercial PCL, M-IL-OPMF, [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and [M-
IL-OPMF]-VASP after extraction 
 
In order to confirm the successful polymerization of ɛ-caprolactone took place on the M-
IL-OPMF, the extracted material was measured by 1H-NMR and the results were presented in 
Figure 5.3. The samples were dissolved in chloroform-d and filtered. The sharp peak at 7.36 ppm 
is associated with chloroform-d (Rao, 2008), while the peaks at δ=4.06, 2.31, 1.63, 1.55, 1.36 and 
1.24 correspond with the polymer chain of PCL (Darbandy, 2011). As expected, the characteristic 
peaks of PCL was also seen in the sample of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP, revealing the polymerization 
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happened. This is in agreement with the results from FT-IR analysis of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and 
the commercial PCL. Moreover, some extra peaks were also found in PCL grafted [M-IL-OPMF] 
possibly because of the dissolution of some PCL grafted components of the lignocellulose 
materials. 
 
Thermogravimetric (TG) and differential TG (DTG) profiles of M-IL-OPMF and [M-IL-
OPMF]-VASP were shown in Figure 5.5 to determine effect of the grafting of PCL on thermal 
stability of the [M-IL-OPMF]. For the purpose of comparison properly the effect of grafted PCL 
on the thermal degradation behavior of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP, the synthesized PCL having similar 
molecular weight of the grafted PCL was utilized. The TG profile of [M-IL-OPMF] is composed 
of two main weight loss region of 240-320 and 320-380oC for the degradation of hemicellulose 
and cellulose components, respectively. The wide degradation temperature region (160-900oC) 
represents the thermal degradation of lignin component (Yang et al., 2007). It was observed that 
Figure 5. 3 1H NMR spectra of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and commercial PCL 
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the value of Td50% , which displays the temperature at which 50% weight of the sample loses, of 
the synthesized PCL is 302oC, while that of [M-IL-OPMF] is 373oC. It was clearly seen that [M-
IL-OPMF]-VASP degradation curve placed among those of the synthesized PCL and [M-IL-
OPMF]. This phenomena indicates the formation of interaction between PCL and the fiber, 
because two independent thermal degradation curves showing the degradation of each component 
did not occur. The DTG profile of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP was nearly the same DTG profile as [M-
IL-OPMF]. Due to the highly grafted PCL on hemicellulose and cellulose in [M-IL-OPMF] sample, 
the DTG peaks of these components of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP were obviously seen as higher peak 
in comparison to those of [M-IL-OPMF].  
Photographs showing the dispersion of [M-IL-OPMF] before and after VASP in 
chloroform support the findings of TGA results (Figure 5.4). As a result of the hydrophilic nature 
of [M-IL-OPMF], the fibers were precipitated in the solvent. [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP fibers 
dispersed homogenously and remained as it is after 1 h, implying the VASP was proceeded 
successfully. 
 
Figure 5. 4 Appearances of [M-IL-OPMF] and [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP solutions in chloroform 
after standing for 1 h 
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Figure 5. 5 TG (a) and DTG (b) profiles of synthesized PCL, [M-IL-OPMF] and [M-IL-
OPMF]-VASP prepared by VASP of ɛ-caprolactone 
 
 
5.3.2.  VASP of ɛ-caprolactone on OPMF and its fibrillation 
 As a second strategy for VASP of ɛ-caprolactone on fiber, firstly pulverized OPMF was 
utilized as substrate for the polymerization instead of [M-IL-OPMF], and then the fibrillation of 
grafted-OPMF was studied with the use of combined treatment method of mortar grinder mill and 
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ionic liquid. VASP of ɛ-caprolactone was carried out in a H-shaped glass tube reactor on 
pulverized OPMF as substrate using the same procedure which is employed for [M-IL-OPMF]. 
The product, which was named [OPMF-VASP], was appeared as a lump of aggregated powdery 
solid after the polymerization. Afterwards, [OPMF-VASP] was treated with combination method 
of mortar grinder mill and ionic liquid in order to fibrillate the grafted-fibers and was called as 
[OPMF-VASP]-M-IL. 
The changes in the UV/RI intensity ratio of each fraction in SEC profiles of the 
synthesized PCL (Mw 12,000) and the samples, [OPMF-VASP] and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL were 
exhibited in Figure 5.6. It was found that there is an increment in the UV/RI ratio value of [OPMF-
VASP] sample (Table 5.3). In addition, FT-IR results of [OPMF-VASP] and [OPMF-VASP]-M-
IL after extraction displayed that the peak intensity of the -OH groups associated with the OPMF 
components marginally declined in comparison with that of OPMF (Figure 5.7). This result 
indicates that some OPMF components, such as lignin, were grafted to PCL via covalent bonding. 
When the combined treatment method of mortar grinder mill and ionic liquid was employed for 
[OPMF-VASP] sample, the treatment led to no change in the PCL grafted components, revealing 
the grafted PCL remains unaltered. 
Table 5. 3 UV/RI ratios of the extracted materials obtained from the fibers after VASP and M-IL 
treatment  
Entry VASP time (h) Increment (wt.%) UV/RI ratio 
[OPMF-VASP] 24 460 5.9x10-3 
[OPMF-VASP]-M-IL - - 5.9x10-3 
PCLa - - 3.2x10-3 
a Synthesized PCL (Mw 12,000, Mw/Mn 1.7) 
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Figure 5. 6 SEC profiles of UV/RI intensity ratios of synthesized PCL (a), [OPMF-VASP](b) 
and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL (c) 
 
[OPMF-VASP] and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL samples were analyzed by FT-IR so that 
possible changes on the chemical composition of OPMF after VASP and the effect of M-IL 
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treatment on [OPMF-VASP] sample were determined (Figure 5.7). [OPMF-VASP], indicated an 
increase in the intensity of the PCL carbonyl group peak at 1722 cm-1, whereas the hydroxyl peak 
of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin at 3000-3600 cm-1 decreased in comparison to that of OPMF. 
The another decrease in the peak of C-O-(H) stretching at 1035 cm-1 also proved that the grafting 
of PCL took place successfully on –OH groups of hemicellulose and/or lignin chains. Furthermore, 
it was also found that no significant differences occurred between the [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL and 
[OPMF-VASP] samples after the M-IL treatment, revealing the combined treatment method did 
not destroy the grafted PCL chains of OPMF. 
 
Figure 5. 7 FT-IR spectra of untreated OPMF, commercial PCL, [OPMF-VASP], [OPMF-
VASP] after extraction, [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL after extraction 
 
In addition, Figure 5.8 illustrates the 1H-NMR spectra of extracted materials of [OPMF-
VASP] and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL when compared that of the commercial PCL in order to confirm 
the formation of the PCL grafting. The same peaks that were found in the commercial PCL were 
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seen in [OPMF-VASP] sample, apart from 1.24 ppm. This alteration may be attributed to the 
formation of specific interactions between the fibers and PCL. Furthermore, the characteristic 
peaks of the commercial PCL was observed in the spectra of [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL, indicating the 
M-IL treatment did not cause structural changes on the covalent bonded-PCL chains. The 
additional peaks, perhaps revealing the dissolution of some PCL-grafted components, was also 
remained unaffected. This finding is consistent with the results obtained from FT-IR.  
 
 
Figure 5. 8 1H NMR spectra of [OPMF-VASP], [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL and commercial PCL 
 
 
Size distribution of [OPMF-VASP] and [OPMF-VASP] after the combined treatment 
method, [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL, was measured through dynamic light scattering (DLS) as 
illustrated in Figure 5.10. The samples were dissolved in toluene and measured at a concentration 
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of 1.03 mg/mL. The measurement of [OPMF-VASP] demonstrated a wide range of size 
distribution with 16 μm of average diameter. A significant shift to smaller diameters in the size 
distribution of [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL was obviously occurred. This might be due to the disruption 
of the PCL grafted-OPMF cell walls by mortar grinding, accompanying with the decrease of fiber 
diameter. In Chapter 4, we reported that the combination treatment method (M-IL) on OPMF also 
alters the fiber diameters (127 nm), while ionic liquid dissolves some components of OPMF, the 
magnetic grinder pulverizes the fiber at the same time. Here, in the case of the treatment of [OPMF-
VASP], it is reported that the same pulverization effect of the magnetic grinder on the grafted-
OPMF fibers also provided fibrillation (105 nm). It was expected that the agglomeration of the 
product particles is inhibited in course of the wet mortar grinding in the presence of ionic liquid 
when compared with dry mortar grinding (Kotake et al., 2010), since the ionic liquid [BMIM][BF4] 
facilitates to break down the possible hydrogen bonding among the grafted lignocellulosic 
components through its poorly coordinated ions. Addition to this, [OPMF-VASP] and [OPMF-
VASP]-M-IL were dissolved in chloroform in order to investigate their dispersion in the organic 
solvent that PCL can dissolve. The photographs taken before and after 1 hour provided a clear 
evidence supporting the DLS results, indicating the presence of nano sized-fibers after M-IL 
treatment (Figure 5.9)  
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Figure 5. 9 Appearances of [OPMF-VASP] and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL solutions in chloroform 
after standing for 1 h 
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Figure 5. 10 Particle size distribution of the fibers in [OPMF-VASP] (a)  
and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL (b) 
 
TG and DTG profiles of pulverized OPMF, [OPMF-VASP], [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL were 
displayed in Figure 5.11 in order to investigate not only the effect of the grafting of PCL on thermal 
stability of the OPMF but also the effect of M-IL treatment on [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL. It was found 
that the value of Td50% of the synthesized PCL is 302oC, while that of pulverized OPMF is 337oC. 
It was clearly observed that the grafted PCL led to a decrease in the thermal stability of [OPMF-
VASP] (329oC) as same as it was reported in the thermal stability results of PCL grafted [M-IL-
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OPMF]. No remarkable difference in the thermal stability of [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL (326oC) was 
found in comparison that of [OPMF-VASP]. This result proofs that M-IL treatment does not affect 
the grafted PCL chains on the fibers. In the DTG curve, the temperature region of 230-320oC is 
assigned to the degradation region of hemicellulose component in the material (Yang et al., 2007). 
Interestingly, a decrease was occurred in the hemicellulose degradation peak of [OPMF-VASP]-
M-IL sample. This might be explained by the removal of some hemicellulose components during 
the M-IL treatment. The residual weight difference between [OPMF-VASP] and [OPMF-VASP]-
M-IL is also another evidence that reveals the removal of hemicellulose partially from [OPMF-
VASP]-M-IL. 
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Figure 5. 11 TG (a) and DTG (b) profiles of synthesized PCL, OPMF, [OPMF-VASP] and 
[OPMF-VASP]-M-IL  
 
In Figure 5.12, the FT-IR spectra of ionic liquid residue which was collected after the M-
IL treatment of [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL was compared with that of commercial [BMIM][BF4] ionic 
liquid. It was found that it is almost similar to the spectrum of pure commercial ionic liquid except 
for one small extra peak at 1724 cm-1 which belongs to carbonyl group (C=O). This extra peak 
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may be due to the presence of hemicellulose dissolved in ionic liquid. This finding matches the 
result obtained from TGA and DTG. Since the FT-IR spectra confirms that the chemical structure 
of [BMIM][BF4] remains roughly unchanged during the treatment, it might give opportunity to 
reuse the same ionic liquid.  
 
Figure 5. 12 FT-IR spectra of commercial [BMIM][BF4] and the ionic liquid (IL) residue 
collected after the treatment of [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL 
 
5.3.3. PCL based composites reinforced by surface-grafted [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and 
[OPMF-VASP]-M-IL 
 
In order to exhibit the potential of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL 
materials as reinforcement material towards [M-IL-OPMF], their PCL composites were prepared 
with 5wt% fiber loading. The thermal stability of the obtained composites were evaluated by 
thermogravimetric analysis as shown in Figure 5.13. The commercial PCL and the [M-IL-OPMF] 
reinforced composites displayed a similar thermal degradation behavior. The value of Td50% for 
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them were found approximately 408oC. On the other hand, a significant drop (~70 degrees) was 
seen in thermal stability of [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP reinforced PCL composite. On the other hand, 
[OPMF-VASP]-M-IL reinforced composite (394oC) did not represent a remarkable decrease in its 
thermal stability as much as [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP did. This might be explained by the fact that 
the ionic liquid removes the catalyst from the sample in course of the combined M-IL treatment.  
 
 
The tensile modulus and strength of the same samples were tested to investigate their 
mechanical properties (Figure 5.14). The commercial PCL showed tensile strength of 10.42 MPa, 
while [M-IL-OPMF] reinforced PCL composite has a tensile strength of 18.60 MPa. The PCL 
composites reinforced with [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL displayed a 
Figure 5. 13 TG curves of the commercial PCL, [M-IL-OPMF], [M-IL-OPMF-
VASP] and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL reinforced PCL composites 
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decrement in tensile strength and modulus in comparison with [M-IL-OPMF]/PCL composite due 
to the low molecular weight of grafted PCL on the surface. In the literature, it was reported that 
PCL might play as a polymeric plasticizer in order to lower the modulus and soften the other 
polymers (Koleske, 1987), therefore, it can be acceptable that the short grafted PCL chains in the 
composite acts as plasticizer. Furthermore, in terms of the mechanical properties of [M-IL-
OPMF]-VASP and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL reinforced composites, no notable difference was found. 
 
Figure 5. 14 Tensile strength (a) and modulus (b) of the commercial PCL, [M-IL-OPMF], [M-
IL-OPMF]-VASP and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL reinforced composites 
 
To compare the fiber dispersion in PCL matrix, the fractured surfaces of the [M-IL-
OPMF]-VASP/PCL and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL/PCL composites were observed through SEM 
(Figure 5.15). It was seen that [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL fibers were dispersed uniformly in PCL 
matrix as well as [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP fibers. Furthermore, it was also proved that the fibrillation 
is possible using surface modified OPMF fibers with the help of combined treatment method of 
mortar grinder mill and ionic liquid. It is reasonable to observe different fiber sizes in the fractured 
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cross section photos because of the fiber size distributions of both samples, [M-IL-OPMF]-VASP 
and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL. 
 
Figure 5. 15 The fractured cross section scanning electron micrographs of [M-IL-OPMF]-
VASP (a) and [OPMF-VASP]-M-IL (b) reinforced PCL composites 
 
5.4.  Conclusion 
Vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization (VASP) was employed to advance an effective 
surface modification approach by using two types of fibers, macro and nano scale OPMF. VASP 
of ɛ-caprolactone successfully proceeded from the fibers. While the nanoscale OPMF was treated 
by VASP in order to show that VASP is a useful method for the surface modification of the 
nanofiber, the macro scale OPMF was treated through the combination of VASP method and the 
mortar grinder mill-ionic liquid method (M-IL) to produce surface treated-nanofiber. From SEC 
and FT-IR analyses of the obtained samples, it was signified that PCL chains grafted from the 
OPMF as well as [M-IL-OPMF] via covalent bonding. The M-IL treatment on [OPMF-VASP] 
sample provided partially removal of hemicellulose from the fiber and also fibrillation in the range 
of nano-scale (105 nm) without damaging the grafted PCL chains on the fiber surface. It can be 
concluded that the present protocol proved that the surface treated-nanofibers can be effectively 
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fabricated from the macro scale fibers with the help of combined method of VASP and M-IL that 
is an appropriate fibrillation method and eco-friendly. 
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY 
 
The main results of each chapters were summarized as follows:  
Chapter 1: Over the last two decades, increasing environmental awareness throughout the 
world has considerably impacted materials engineering. Although use of biopolymers appears as 
a smart solution to replace them with non-biodegradable polymers, which are involved into every 
sector of our life, due to the disadvantages of biopolymers, such as high cost, insufficient 
mechanical and thermal properties, those materials are not utilized widely as much as non-
biodegradable polymers. Therefore, in this thesis, the author has focused on the development of 
environmentally benign products which are composed of eco-friendly polymers and waste 
agricultural biomass with the help of environmentally friendly methods, which will be used for the 
purpose of enhancement of compatibility between polymer matrix and biomass fibers. In the end, 
it was aimed to suggest environmentally-benign products to be used in the agriculture sector, such 
as grafting tool.  
Chapter 2: Poly(lactic acid) (PLA), that is known as the first polymer based on renewable 
materials commercialized at a large scale, was blended with synthetic rubber (cis-1,4-polyisoprene, 
PI) in order to decrease brittleness of PLA and increase its flexibility. As non-reactive biomass-
based compatibilizers, soybean lecithin (SOLE) and acrylated epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) 
were added into the blend system to improve compatibility between PLA and PI. The resulting 
PLA/PI blend compatibilized with AESO exhibited better morphology and mechanical properties 
in other blends. 
Chapter 3: In order to improve transparency, flexibility of the PLA/PI blends more and to 
provide quicker degradation in soil, polycaprolactone (PCL), which is a biodegradable polymer, 
was adopted instead of PLA. The same compatibilizers, which were utilized in PLA/PI blends, 
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were also employed in the new PCL/PI blend system. As a result, the addition of SOLE helped to 
improve the compatibility between PCL and PI due to its amphipathic property, and besides, 
accelerated the degradation of the films in soil by promoting the bulk hydrolysis degradation due 
to the increment in the diffusion of the water molecules into the film. 
Chapter 4: In addition to the polymer blends consisting of biopolymers studied in the 
previous chapters, natural fiber reinforced composites were also investigated in the following two 
chapters. Here, a newly designed environmental friendly method was introduced to treat oil palm 
mesocarp fibers (OPMF). At the end of the combined method proposed, fibrillation of OPMF at 
nanoscale was occurred. These nano sized fibers were then used as reinforcement material for the 
purpose of improvement of mechanical properties of PCL. In comparison to the chemical treatment 
methods in literature, our treatment method presents opportunity to use greener solvent, minimize 
use of solvent, and shortens the reaction time. 
Chapter 5: It was aimed to develop an applicable fibrillation method through the 
combination method of surface treatment method, Vapor-phase assisted surface polymerization 
(VASP), and the mortar grinder mill-ionic liquid method (M-IL). VASP of ɛ-caprolactone was 
conducted. It was clarified that PCL chains grafted from the fiber. The M-IL treatment was 
supplied partially removal of hemicellulose from the surface modified sample by VASP and the 
forming of fibrillation lying in the nano scale (105 nm) without destroying the grafted PCL chains 
on the fiber surface. The obtained surface modified-fibrillated samples were exploited as 
reinforcement material for the production of fiber reinforced PCL composite. As a result, here, we 
summarize a method, which is environmentally benign and easy-to-handle, for the nano fibrillation. 
In conclusion, from the beginning till the end of the thesis, the author concerns to produce 
environmentally benign composites which can be prepared from eco-friendly materials via eco-
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friendly methods. In each chapter, it was aimed to improve the resulting materials that were studies 
in its previous chapter in order to generate superior composite from environmental point of view. 
This study supports the environmentally-friendly products that are expected to grow more and 
more in the future. 
 
